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Preface
The  idea  for  this  thesis  originated,  like  the  title,  in  a  conversation  with  one  of  my
respondents, Yvette.  After completing the writing process, I revisited this conversation with her, to
see what we remembered, if anything at all.  We could just about agree on the timing – early in the
autumn semester,  at  an ungodly hour of the morning.  She remembered it  as taking place in a
common room, I thought a fire escape, but neither of us remembered distinctly.  At the time, it was
just another conversation between new neighbours, about our subjects and interests, although it
clearly had more resonance for me.  At the end of it, I no longer needed to think of a thesis topic,
because as we spoke it became clear that the situation we were in bore all the hallmarks of a unique
and interesting field.  Much like the situation it represents in microcosm, this dimly-remembered
conversation points straight to the core of the thesis that follows.  My intention was to provide an
account  of  how  my  respondents  grappled  with  the  uncertainties  explicitly  referenced  in  such
conversations, as well as those implicitly expressed.  As such, it is very much a product of this
situation,  which  I  hope  comes  through,  while  at  the  same  time  being  entirely  a  work  I  am
responsible for, along with the analysis and interpretations contained within.  My thanks go to the
staff and faculty at Leiden University for the opportunity, advice and support, and my classmates for
their constant encouragement and occasional pointed critiques.  Most of all, this would not have
been possible without my respondents, who have also over the past 10 months been neighbours,
friends – and when needed most, comrades.
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Spectacles and Lenses
“I touched down at the airport and didn't have a clue.  My first step after getting
outside was to sit down and cry.  I was scared, lonely, miserable.  I'd booked a nearby
hotel, but I couldn't find it and ended up paying €30 for a taxi because I didn't know there
was a shuttle bus.  I  had a chocolate bar from a vending machine and went to sleep
hungry.  The next day, I worked out the shuttle, went back to the airport and got to The
Hague.  Then I couldn't find the housing office, despite planning the route online, and I
actually  had  to  follow  some  people  with  suitcases  to  get  there.   I  assumed  my
appointment had been scheduled when I arrived on time, but I had to put my suitcases to
one side and join a queue.  I signed my contract, got my keys and directions to Anna van
Buerenplein.  When I got back to the station, I still couldn't find it, so I tried to take a taxi.
When the driver put the address into her sat nav, it didn't exist.  She was very apologetic,
and dropped me off as close as possible to where it was supposed to be.  I  was still
confused, so I asked someone in the square who looked amused and pointed to the large
building behind me.  I felt so much relief, dropped my stuff in my room and set off to find
a shop to buy tea bags and milk – it had been a long morning!  But then, when I got back,
I couldn't get into my room, the door wouldn't unlock.  I went downstairs to ask at the
front desk, who suggested I call DUWO, but all the information I needed was locked in
my  room.   The  security  guard  said  she  couldn't  help  me,  and  that  I  should  ask  a
neighbour.   So I  went  upstairs  and started ringing doorbells  on my floor,  but  got  no
answers.   Then somebody walked into  the  corridor,  and  I  asked them if  they spoke
English...”
Entering The Frame
The story of an arrival given above is, in her own words, that of one of my neighbours,
Patience.   She arrived in  The Netherlands on the same day that  I  did and experienced similar
problems with hotels and finding the building.  I break her narrative at this point only because, as
might be guessed, it marks my own entry into the setting of this research.  Taking up the narrative
myself, we proceeded to discuss the possibilities for calling DUWO, and I suggested the intercom
might have a direct line to them.  It didn't.  We tried her lock a few more times, and after a little
cajoling it turned, finally allowing Patience access to her apartment again.  My research was set
amongst a group of international students – the group, in fact, that I lived amongst – and each of
them had a story like this of their own.
In Patience's account, the first thing that stands out is the confusion and uncertainty she felt.
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She knew she was going to another country and had tried to be prepared by researching online.
However, as it was for most, once she arrived all she really wanted was someone to ask.  Even that
had limits - when the local taxi drivers couldn't find your address because it was too new to be
recorded in navigation software updates, that's a problem.  In the pages that follow, I look at what
developed out of these initial interactions between neighbours, the practical concerns that played a
part in motivating them, and the uncertainties that came from their new circumstances (and their
new residence).  'Anna van Bueren Dwellers Unite', a Facebook group, provided just such a space
for asking these questions,  and also the focus  of my attempt to  answer the following research
question:
What role do digital media play in embedding and mutually adapting on- and off-line contexts
of everyday life for a group of international students, and how does this affect emergent forms
of sociality surrounding them?
Digital media is very prominent in contemporary society, and is only getting more so with
time.  News reports rarely fail to inform us of this, delivered as they are increasingly in online
formats.   Corporations  and  brands  such  as  Google  and  Facebook  regularly  feature  in  articles
discussing  their  performance,  research  and  development,  and  operating  cultures.   The  mobile
devices used to access this information also keep us connected to work and social functions.  Public
services and institutions are accessed more and more through online means.  Social media helps
arrange our relations with friends and family.  Academic disciplines - Anthropology included - have
analysed these developments in detail, providing approaches that allow for more nuanced accounts
through  shifting  the  focus  to  aspects  that  are  less  reported.   These  accounts  modify  popular
narratives of digital media without simply contradicting them.
There is something contradictory about popular narratives around digital media, especially
the increasing role social media platforms play (or are seen to play) in our lives.  Facebook is a
well-recognised brand in popular culture and as a corporation has operated a major social media
website over a period of years.  This gives it a certain ubiquity, which may have helped determine
the decision of my respondents to use it.  The incorporation of any branded product from a large
corporation into the routines of a group of people offers space for investigation.  The properties of
such products are also relevant, for example how the conditions under which they are produced
inform, and come to be hidden by, ideological narratives surrounding them.  
An edifice of the social media 'industry',  Facebook is presented as an essentially neutral
platform for people to record and share various aspects of their lives, and to stay 'in touch' with
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friends,  family  and  other  acquaintances.   Unpacking  this  notion  challenges  a  too  comfortable
arrangement and recalls criticism of such approaches that leave unacknowledged questions around
the opacity of the medium.  Facebook operates as one brand amongst many, and like any branded
product, users are displaying their use of and identifying themselves with the product.  Such uses
imply alienation, in that the very stuff of social relationships can be viewed as shifting on to these
sites, where users can also alienate their own social existence in the form of posts, photographs,
events and so on.  This carries heavy implications of capitalism conceived of as 'the spectacle',
where  commodification  has  penetrated  every  aspect  of  social  life  and  previously  dynamic
interactions come to be set in a static state (Debord 2005, p19).  In fixing lived experiences in such
a  state,  they  becomes  abstracted  and  rather  than  being  experienced  directly  they  are  instead
consumed as another commodity.  
They are 'commodities whose use has become an end in itself', Debord (2005, p33) argues in
suggesting  that  '[t]he  proliferation  of  faddish  gadgets  reflects  the  fact  that  as  the  mass  of
commodities becomes increasingly absurd,  absurdity itself  becomes a commodity.'   The goal is
'producing habitual submission' in consumers.  This critique has some traction, in that if Facebook
can  be  seen  as  a  commodity,  the  internet  is  definitely  a  space  where  such  commodities  can
proliferate  to  a  previously impossible  degree.   Whether  the outcome is  'habitual  submission'  is
somewhat more debatable, I would argue, and this can be seen in other approaches to technology.
Benjamin (1999, p225) makes the point that until late in the 19 th century 'a small number of writers
were confronted by many thousands of readers.'  Due to 'the increasing extension of the press...an
increasing number of readers became writers'  so that by his time there was 'hardly a  gainfully
employed European who could not, in principle, find an opportunity to publish somewhere or other
comments' about aspects of life - including 'documentary reports'.  
For  Benjamin  (1999,  p227),  however,  the  developments  in  technology  that  enable
reproduction do not necessarily have such negative consequences.  It instead 'changes the reaction
of the masses', so a 'reactionary attitude towards a Picasso painting' becomes a 'progressive attitude
towards a Chaplin movie.'   Like Debord, Benjamin connects processes of technical change with
social  changes,  but  instead  of  characterising  this  as  an  alienating  'spectacle',  he  proceeds  in  a
different manner.  In comparing the role of the camera to Freudian theory, he suggests it 'introduces
us to unconscious optics as does psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses' (Benjamin 1999, p230).
Technology, in the guise of lens rather than spectacle, can be seen in this way to impact upon the
psychology of those exposed to it.  Moving forward to more contemporary accounts, it can be seen
that this link remains relevant.
With the growth in access to computers and the adoption of new forms of interaction such as
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MUDs (multi-user domains) in the early 1990s, Turkle advocated a new conception of the role of
the computer  she saw taking shape.   A shift  had taken place from a  'culture of  calculation',  a
historical view in which computers were seen as programmable calculating tools, to a 'culture of
simulation'  in  which  the  emphasis  was  placed on simulation  and interaction.   The former  was
positioned as 'modern', while the latter linked to concerns of 'postmodernism'.  The possibilities
offered by the computer in terms of multiple identities and the role of language could be seen to
concretize the 'Gallic abstractions' of postmodern theorists such as Lacan or Foucault.  Computers
had become 'objects-to-think-with', where they were seen to help us 'work through' postmodernism
by opening up new ways of contemplating the cultural patterns that emerged (Turkle 1995, pp15-
19;47).  Like Benjamin, in making this connection, she points to new attitudes towards the results of
technology.  Matters of sex and sexuality were seen in the possibilities for acting out other identities
and genders  -  of  which there could  be many more than  2.   She also pointed to  an  increasing
'nonchalance'  towards  interactions  with  interfaces  where  they  were  not  regarded  as  jarring  or
strange (Turkle 1995, p103;223).
Psychological  approaches  were  not  the  only  responses  to  developments  in  information
technology and networks.  For Castells, the late 1990s saw the rise of the 'network society', one in
which digital technology was a key factor in creating an abstracted 'hyperspace' of pure circulation.
Flows of capital  could escape into this  meta-network as they moved into these technologically
mediated  hyperspaces.   For  him,  communication  networks  abstracted  cultural  expressions,  and
enabled dominant flows to organise into global networks while subordinate spheres were broken
down into specific locales.  In such a model, social processes as well as economic ones could be
seen as engaged in a process of disembedding through electronic mediation (Castells 2000, pp506-
507).  As with Debord, technology operated as a force for dominant actors to produce alienating
effects on behalf of themselves - or their capital.  
In these four approaches technology can perform the role of alienating adjunct to dominance
or productive object for people to adopt new attitudes and identities.  All, in various ways, make
important observations about the relationship between technological advances in different areas and
society.  However, in terms of ethnographic enquiry there is something unsatisfying about how this
relationship operates – in all, technology is the driver of this relationship, and such a movement
risks presenting a 'grand narrative'.  Whether utopian, dystopian or ambivalent, this risk of narrative
does  not  always  translate  well  into  practical  guides  for  empirical  investigation.   In  moving  to
discuss the concepts that were central to my research, then, it is to contemporary debates within
anthropology that I turn.
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Concepts and Methodology
In discussing the academic field, Coleman includes the works of Turkle and Castells cited
above  when  she  suggests  that  'now  it  is  well  known  that  much  of  this  initial  literature  was
concerned with two problematic motifs: rupture and transformation.'  This is a warning about the
pitfalls of overstating the potential impact of digital technology.  She points to  example of good
practice, those eschewing narratives of novelty by examining the work of social reproduction, and
makes the important point  that many valuable studies were carried out to  challenge this  initial
narrative  over-reach.   She  discusses  the  advantages  of  such approaches  in  engaging narratives
around 'the proliferation of what has been branded as Web 2.0 technologies', that is the rapid growth
of  more  dynamic  websites  in  the  mid-2000s  that  encouraged  users  to  generate  the  content  of
websites themselves.  Social media (with Facebook a prominent example) was a key element in
this,  but  thanks to  more  dynamic  approaches,  there  was 'a  surge  of  scholarship  contesting  the
liberatory image of Web 2.0's participatory architectures' (Coleman 2010, pp489-490).  One of the
works she commends is that of Miller and Slater (2000), from where I borrow my first concept, and
the one which more than any other frames the model it sits in.
'Embeddedness' is central to my conceptual model, and without it many of the arguments to
come would not be possible.  Miller and Slater (2000, p8;14) reject treatments of internet activity
that ignore the intrinsic linkage of such relationships and place, training their focus on the practical
encounters through which people construct their own lives.  The concept originates in economics,
associated  initially  with  Polanyi  ([1957]1992),  for  whom  economic  activity  could  be  seen  as
becoming progressively more separate from a wider social context through the development of the
market.  This approach raised its own problems – it was a teleological account, and required a
separate,  pre-existing category of 'economic relations'  in order to  progress.   Granovetter (1985,
pp487-507) critiques this with a more dynamic approach, seeing actors' efforts to direct their actions
as occurring in concrete social relations, and economic activity as a vector enabling the situated
enactment of human agency.   
This kind of entanglement is found when Miller and Slater (2000, p89) examine a concrete
practice of sociality in Trinidad, 'liming', showing how the conventions that inform its use on street
corners transfer to an on-line sphere (internet chat rooms), and along with the intentions of the
participants embed it as a practice of a particular place as well as an enactment of identity.  Miller
and Slater suggest processes such as this mean a piece of the internet is appropriated and made
Trini, and they also observe that the chat room becomes a further space where liming is possible,
and  a  lime  can  flow through  different  on-  and  off-line  spaces.   These  observations  resonated
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strongly with what I observed in the field.  The model proposed by Miller and Slater, I would argue,
supports  the possibility that processes embed and disembed in a multi-linear and non-exclusive
fashion, exemplified in this motion or flow.  The practices I observed flowed in such a manner that
a linear, teleological model would not have sufficed to capture them.  
In  requiring  the  connection  of  on  and  offline  spaces,  embeddedness  guards  against  the
separation of technologies and the spaces they sustain from the practical processes that are at work
in their production and use.  The advancement of technology, rather than being seen as a smoothly
progressing narrative, can be multidirectional and uneven, and most importantly embedded in the
actual  uses made of it  by people.   In  this  way,  embeddedness  can also work as a tool  for  re-
examining approaches such as that  of Castells.   As seen above,  to  him technological  advances
relating to networks play a similar role to the 'Great Transformation' for Polanyi in providing an
abstract  space for  economic activity.   Granovetter  argues against  defining economic activity as
separate from social activity, whilst Miller and Slater demonstrate how on and offline spaces are
embedded alongside each other.  Rather than 'hyperspaces' of 'pure circulation', what can be seen
are embedded spaces where practices related to circulation are employed by actual people.
The next concept I turn to, 'contingency', provides the catalyst.  It is defined by Wilf (2013,
p615[note  1])  as  'uncertainty  of  occurrence',  although  this  need  not  necessarily  mean  total
unpredictability, as when it can be constrained to the point that the probability of some occurrences
can be approximated.  It is Sahlins who offers perhaps the richest model for the contingency that I
observed.   He  describes  the  'risk  of  categories  in  action',  where  cultural  categories,  used  for
interpretation in an 'arbitrary and historical' scheme, are transformed through their application by
intentional actors in concrete contexts.  These schemes regularly prove insufficient to capture the
full context, and need not be applied in a prescriptive or uniform manner by informed actors, which
he classes as a 'double contingency' (Sahlins 1985, p145).  
By positioning these schemes in the practical engagements of people, the risk of treating
responses to contingency, or contingency itself, as separate from them recedes, which is ideal for a
model reliant on embeddedness.  This can even extend to representations, which, to Keane (1997,
xiv) can be conceived of as 'practices' that, through their 'embodied character', are exposed to the
'hazards' that come with social life – certainly not spaces of 'pure circulation'.  One such hazard that
can be seen to come out of the gaps Sahlins identifies in the understanding and application of
interpretations  is  that  they  are  subject  to  change.   'Provisionality',  when  embedded  with
contingency, is 'not simply that life changes rapidly' or defies 'satisfactory narrative or interpretive
understanding'  but  'that  uncertainty  and  turbulence,  instability  and  unpredictability,  and  rapid,
chronic,  and  multidirectional  shifts  are  the  social  forms  taken,  in  many  instances,  by  daily
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experience' (Mbembe and Nuttall 2004, p349).
In contesting the grand narrative of an 'information society' Barendregt (2012, pp204-205)
makes the crucial observation that much of the technology we consider 'new' has existed for quite
some time.  This is another example of the practical value of the approaches advocated by Coleman,
which I attempt to follow here.  Going back to Turkle (1995, p172), her observations regarding
online practices, such as 'cycling-through' online identities, can be linked to embedded approaches,
like the flowing of processes through on and offline spaces suggested by Miller and Slater.  Another
concept  Turkle analyses  is  'emergence'.   She defines it  in relation to  AI (artificial  intelligence)
projects, stressing the importance of spontaneity and non-deterministic development.  In 'emergent
AI' this is achieved through the operation of autonomous 'agent' programs into which a primary
program is broken down.  Agents judged to have been more successful are most likely to replicate
in later generations.  This presented the possibility that 'computers would not have to be taught all
necessary  knowledge  in  advance,  but  could  learn  from  experience'.   In  noting  that  such  a
presentation made emergence a very appropriable concept, she also predicted its likely increasing
influence in  theoretical  debates  (Turkle 1995 pp132-133;141).   I  have  certainly borrowed it  to
account for the difficulties presented by the provisional and contingent situation in describing the
social  forms that are found, but I  now want to mention a different way this  'very appropriable
concept' can be applied to the conditions of my research. 
A configuration of this type bolsters the ideology of neo-liberal development by encouraging
corporations  to  invest  in  communication and transport  networks,  or  construction firms to  build
around them.  This creates private infrastructures that act as a kind of 'bed', where companies and
individuals can simply 'plug-in' and start working.  It also suggests that the role of state actors is
constrained in terms of the direct support that can be offered, as the limited, local interactions of
individuals are paramount.  The suggestion of local agency (and 'agents') may be tempting, but this
argument  also  conveniently  serves  to  minimise  any investigation  of  the  role  of  non-state,  yet
dominant, actors, i.e. the corporations themselves, as they remain concealed in a maze of individual
connections.  In this cloaking of a universalising narrative with suggestions of local agency an echo
of  Smith's  'invisible  hand'  (Smith  1976,  p184)  of  the  market  is  unmistakable.   This  use  of
emergence,  I  would  argue,  lacks  the  capacity  to  engage  contingency  that  comes  from
embeddedness.   As  with  the  approaches  of  Castells  or  Polanyi,  uncertainty  and  provisionality
undermine the smooth functioning of the narrative that they imply.
These two applications of emergence highlight an important difference, I suggest, between
the perspectives of my respondents and those of the different organisations, services and institutions
they interacted with.  The former were embedded, practically engaged with contingency and as a
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result not so immobilised in the face of provisionality as the latter.   In taking up Mbembe and
Nuttall  on  their  characterization,  this  has  to  be  examined  an  empirical,  concrete  level.   The
methodology I  followed  aimed  at  leveraging  these  concepts  to  provide  the  kind  of  empirical,
ethnographic focus Barendregt (2012, p220), Coleman (2010, p498) and Turkle (1995, p104) all
make the case for when investigating uses of digital media.
The structure of this report follows the structure of my research – each of the sub-questions
below provides the main focus for the chapters that follow:
What technologies were used for communication, and in which situations?
As a medium, Facebook (and the group operating on it) is a tool for communication.  To
approach it as an embedded medium meant to situate it, and to this end my first methodological
concern  was  to  sketch  a  working  model  of  media  in  the  building.   This  represented  the
communicative context, on- and off-line, within which the Facebook group operated.  It was built
out of observation data, informal conversations with respondents, and a little prior knowledge of
digital networks, mainly from my employment background.  It describes the conditions that guide
the  adoption  of  the  group  as  a  collective  tool,  and  why  the  visibility  of  this  communication
compared to private means makes it more practical subject.  It  also allows the extrapolation of
certain important functions to examine the evidence for key processes 'flowing' or 'cycling-through'
different communicative spaces.
What  impact  did  contingency,  from  multiple  sources,  have  on  the  everyday  lives  of  my
respondents?
This sub-question complements the first in that a media-scape is an inherently perspectival
construct, and that meant gathering evidence of the perspectives in play was a necessity.  They were
primarily visible to me through participant observation, and these accounts from my field notes
were  combined  with  35  interviews  that  offered  further  qualitative  data.   Taken  together,  they
suggested  a  high  degree  of  contingency  and  provisionality  inflected  the  daily  lives  of  my
respondents.  The different interactions and combinations this  led to provide the content of the
examples on which this chapter was built.  I traced the links outwards from my respondents to the
different  parties  in  these  interactions,  and  examined  their  roles  as  sources  of  contingency.
Emergence informed the background, but key was how the Facebook group operated as one method
embedded alongside many others for dealing with the foregrounded contingency.  In examining
concrete behaviours, through the everyday practices that provided the responses to contingency,
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their relation to the different interactions and associated interpretive schemes could be placed in an
embedded setting.
How did the practices involved in representation concretely impact emerging socialities?
The embeddedness of the Facebook group required an analytical approach that did not posit
it as a separate social space, so in terms of the emergent socialities it had to be considered alongside
them.  Methodologically speaking, this meant incorporating an initially quantitative analysis of the
posts on the group wall over the fieldwork period.  Wordclouds, based on the frequency of posts
over each month of the fieldwork and categorised in accord with the 3 key interactions and sources
of contingency, are examples of this further layer to the analysis.  In conjunction with my empirical
and interview data, the flow of different processes through on- and off-line spaces can be traced in
greater detail and used to analyse the immediate social implications of this.  When contingency is
high, more  members post and check on the group wall more regularly, making it a more effective
resource.  This amplification effect can be seen in the patterns of posts, and it means the group at
different times played a more or less influential social role, as from interviews I know many people
joined the group because of a specific problem they had.  Once they mitigated or solved it, they
checked back frequently with the intention of helping others with their problems.  One outcome was
that a lot of residents were introduced through offering or receiving help, often with no expectation
of a direct reward, but a shared understanding that problems would be seen and where possible
advice and assistance offered.  This was also seen at times when the group worked as a platform to
organize against challenges from the landlords, where it often proved particularly effective.
What comes to be overlooked or concealed in this emergent account?
Having  repeatedly  noted  the  risks  implicit  in  linear  narratives,  it  must  be  accepted  as
unlikely that  this  would prove to be a straightforward case of the 'right tool for the job'.   The
evidence  was  quite  clear  that  the  Facebook  group  is  considered  by my respondents  to  be  an
effective means of mitigating contingency, but it is also clear that it is not well designed for the task.
It succeeded in offering solutions primarily when it involved contacting another member or posting
in a particular place.  For more intricate problems, the mitigation could be seen as arguably due to
the lack of other options for sharing and discussing them.  Constraints of the interface, such as the
absence of an effective archive system, made some tasks overly time-consuming - searching for old
posts, was an example.  The same problems were therefore posted again and again, and the heavily
branded and commodified interface offered a narrowed range of options when doing so.  But there
was also the content of the posts and comments – by taking some of these in full, and analysing
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them alongside interviews, field notes and communications to me, I found concrete examples of
where perceptions of the group and the etiquette required when posting combined to cause people to
self-censor.  This is the kind of friction that could make a process such as 'cycling-through' seem
less a smooth flow, and more a bumpy ride that could result in the loss of potential contributions.
All these factors intersected to mark out limits to the expression that I found, and contributed to the
identification of important constraints to the positive account that the earlier chapters contributed to.
This structure also mirrors the logic of my argument.  Facebook is a digital medium and is
one node in a constellation of other media, but it was also a specific tool used in the very local
circumstances I investigated.  These circumstances were highly contingent, and this was partly, I
argue, because of the kind of assumptions applied to the planning of environments such as my field.
Embeddedness is applied expansively as a concept here, not only to particular technologies, but also
in how the influence of theories such as emergence was felt concretely.  This contingency could be
broken down into categories associated with specific practices.  The contents of posts on the group
wall were also closely aligned with these categories, and flowed from and through the practices.
Importantly, however, this cycling process also had an aspect of concealment.  This was the mutual
portion of the embeddedness, its effects found in the socialities that were emergent.  Assumptions
regarding technology informed planning policies, they contributed to contingency which was often
encountered through technology, the use of which had practical consequences for people whose
experiences, if fed back into the schemes based on the assumptions, could be used to alter them.
This cyclical, and somewhat dysfunctional, picture came out of concrete actions and situations, and
in the case of emergence raises the possibility that a grand narrative need not be true to have an
impact.   However,  these  narratives,  like  the  technology they refer  to,  can  themselves  become
embedded, and in challenging them it is important to remain vigilant for what can move out of the
field of view when working from concrete perspectives.
Ethical Considerations
The kinds  of  activities  I  looked at  and the  position  of  the Facebook group as  a  shared
(although not public) space meant that I was not recording any dangerous or illegal activities, but I
did encounter many examples of more minor rule-breaking.  This largely related to the tenancy
agreements  signed by residents,  and is  deeply implicated  in  the  key relationships  between my
participants  and  the  building,  while  also  linking  outwards  to  some  of  the  institutions  and
organizations I have included in the context of my research.  Anonymizing the data seemed the best
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way to avoid any repercussions.  My own responsibilities, however, proved to be a slightly more
involved aspect of the research than I initially expected.
During  the  fieldwork  period  this  was  my  major  ethical  concern,  and  it  related  to  my
responsibility to produce a sound ethnographic work.  The best example comes from my position as
one of the oldest and most experienced residents.  I regularly found myself in a position where I
was helping others with certain problems (such as opening doors when people were locked out or
advice regarding rent subsidies).  Speaking in my role as a researcher, this was initially a great
boon, as people wanted to do something for me in return, and often I asked for an interview.  These
respondents, being especially well-disposed towards me, were more reliable attendees, and often
encouraged other friends to take part.  I found, however, that they also wanted to “help” me, in the
sense of knowing what they “should” say or what I “needed” to hear.   Therefore, it was important
to guard against the interviews becoming projections of what I expected to find, as that would have
raised serious questions regarding the validity of the perspectives expressed.  The semi-structured
nature of the interviews, with association-type questions mixed into a largely unstructured main
discussion,  proved very useful for this  - explaining those questions allowed me to reiterate the
importance to me of whatever the interviewee wanted to say, as that, more than anything, was what
I really “needed”.
This is one reason why I did not record the interviews – they were discussions too, and I
took notes during them, also speaking with the interviewee about what I was writing.  Recording
and transcribing all  35 would have been incredibly time-consuming,  especially as  much of the
talking was about other matters.  Instead, I took around a page of notes on each discussion, which
seemed to give me a good quantity in terms of the depth and manageability of the results.  Also,
because I was focussing on the Facebook group, it meant I was not prying too closely into highly
private conversations or situations, which definitely took a lot of pressure out of these situations.
Making  the  data  anonymous  did  entail  one  compromise  since  the  information  from
interviews or conversations was in a different 'domain' to the Facebook group in terms of privacy.
The pseudonyms I have assigned to interviewees are not consistent with those associated with posts
– so when an interviewee has also posted in an example I have used, they will not have the same
name associated.  Although it was never raised as a problem by any of my respondents, I considered
it good practice to ensure that posts on a shared space could not be used to identify those whose
interviews I quoted.  Inevitably, there is some loss of cohesion between the two, but this would be
inevitable anyway, and the structure I adopted aimed to take this into account.
I  believe  that  my  approach  to  ethical  concerns  in  terms  of  how  I  worked  with  my
respondents in the field - protecting their privacy through making my data anonymous – proved to
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be  robust,  and  did  not  need  major  modification.   Fortunately,  I  very  quickly  appreciated  the
potential risks for the interview data, and because of my conceptual model and the literary sources I
drew upon to devise it I had a flexible enough structure to incorporate and deal with them.  
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The Mediascape of the Building
Having  acknowledged  the  integral  place  of  media  in  the  world,  I  want  to  move  to  a
discussion of the specific circumstances of my research.  To do this, I introduce accounts of two
situations  faced by my respondents,  and examine how the  associated  practices  moved through
spaces enabled by different media.  Through following their actions, particular uses of  particular
media could be identified, and the processes that underlaid these uses brought to light.  With this in
mind, I turn to my first example.
Example 1: Fire-escapes, Emergency Stairwells and the Landlord.
Each floor of Anna van Buerengebouw had 2 fire exits which allowed one-way (the handles
on the other side did not turn) access to emergency stairwells that led out of the building.  To travel
even  a  single  floor  up  or  down  meant  waiting  for  an  elevator.   This  was  something  of  an
inconvenience, and a common topic of discussion while waiting for elevators was the inefficiency
of not being able to use the stairs.  One outcome was that an informal network of residents took it
upon themselves to keep the doors open through various means – done subtly with drawing pins, or
brazenly propping it open with a chair.  When complaints were raised through their web portal,
DUWO (the landlord) responded through emails restating the fire regulations – the stairwells were
for  emergency  use  only,  any  other  access  would  be  regarded  as  a  breach,  hence  the  handle
arrangement.  
This came to the attention of the majority of my respondents when the problem started to be
mentioned on posts  in  the  'Anna van Bueren  Dwells  Unite'  Facebook group,  and the informal
network alluded to.   Access to this group also helped to rescue members who found themselves
trapped (and could post).  The actions of this informal network also provoked further responses
from DUWO,  and  (after  emails  were  sent  to  them)  the  university  housing  office.   Emails  of
complaint continued to be sent, but DUWO reiterated their policy this time through emails to all
residents,  which  insinuated  the  fire  brigade  would  alarm the  doors  to  prevent  use.   They also
removed  any improvised  wedges  that  were  found.   This  led  to  an  increase  in  the  volume  of
complaints, and to a new technique, using a piece of wire to open the doors from the other side,
leaving no trace.  It also led to instances of graffiti, such as the defacement of a fire exit sign shown
in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Fire exit sign.
The reliability of the elevators proved a crucial  factor  in  the eventual  resolution of this
matter.   In the event of a failure, the emergency exits could be used to leave the building, but
prevented  access  to  other  floors.   By  late  September,  in  an  email  response  to  an  individual
complaint that followed a week of elevator problems, the university housing department 'permitted'
use of the stairwells  for inter-floor movement.  The complainant published the response on the
Facebook group wall.  What followed was a period of uncertainty – wedges were still removed, but
their purpose (enabling access) was now provisionally allowed.   The next major development was
an  email  to  residents  from  the  university  housing  office  in  late  October,  which  included  the
following:
Emergency stairs and elevators
The emergency stairs are primarily designated to use during an emergency and to reach the
educational floors of the building (floors 1-4). We have noticed that some tenants block the doors
with pushpins and other materials. The fire brigade has installed the doorknobs on the inside of the
doors to guarantee a safe passage. We will discuss with the fire brigade whether the knobs can be
replaced with handles, which will allow tenants to reach other floors through the stairs as well.
In November, the stairwell doors were fitted with turning handles – an event posted on the
Facebook group, but not communicated through any kind of email from the authorities.  This step
resolved the problem, as it removed the basis for the complaints and the need for the informal
network.  
Example 2: Rent Rebate and the Tax Office (Belastingdienst)
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 Applying  for  and  receiving  a  rent  rebate  from  the  tax  office  was  important  to  my
respondents,  as  it  significantly  reduced  housing  costs.   Following  their  registration  with  the
municipality and receipt of a social security number, they were permitted to apply for this rebate.
The first stage was to access a web portal,  to get a digital ID for government websites – after
entering details, a letter was received with a code that activated the ID.  This enabled access to a
second web portal, where information could be given to the tax office online.  After a few weeks, an
envelope containing information (in Dutch) and a form was received.  This needed to be completed,
and returned with copies of documents.  A second form would then be received, which had to go
back with additional documents.  One such document was a Dutch translation of the (English)
housing  contracts,  which  could  only  be  acquired  by  emailing  the  university  housing  office.
Following this, receipt of the rebate should commence.  For some of my respondents this was the
case, but for many the experience was not so easy.
The main problem was that the tax office would only communicate in Dutch, which made
enquiries difficult.  Telephone conversations had to be conducted with the aid of a Dutch speaker,
who could translate what was being said.  Through sharing experiences in posts on the group wall,
the instructions were translated and steps needed to acquire the relevant documents identified.  Help
could be offered on the basis  of  the rough procedure thus established.   Beyond this,  however,
uncertainty was rampant.  Some of my respondents received their rebate with no issues, some were
overpaid, others were asked to provide further evidence, and a few were left with no information at
all as to what had been done, or what they could do.  Attempts to resolve these problems foundered
on  the  language  barrier.   Then,  some respondents  received  new letters,  apparently  demanding
repayments.  Finally, spurred on by these threats, two potential solutions were suggested in posts to
the group.  These were to email an international student advisor at Leiden University who could
intercede, or alternatively send details to the tax office in Utrecht rather than the Hague.  Those who
followed either  route were often eventually able to  get the rebate,  although some were put  off
altogether by the difficulties in the process.
In these examples, all the key elements of my research can be seen.  My respondents, the
building and the bodies that compose the context - and how media enabled and represented them –
were essential.  Taking the examples above, what I want to highlight is that media, in this situation,
were identified practically through use.   So,  while letters, emails  or Facebook could simply be
defined as media, what was important here was that they were actually used in that way.   This
meant that other spaces – corridors, elevators, doors – could be treated as media when they served
that purpose.  There was also space for subversion, directly as in the case of the fire-escape sign, but
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also through representation of one medium on another.  The Facebook group marked out a space
where this was especially conspicuous – emails or letters intended for individuals were reproduced
in posts available to all members, for example.  Many of these uses of media were responses to
uncertainties regarding the immediate situations my respondents found themselves in, but these
uncertainties were also a factor in determining which media were prominent.  
These examples have a number of features in common, and they demand further attention.
The first is how certain media were used in certain circumstances – both DUWO and the tax office
had to be engaged initially through web portals, and replied through emails and letters respectively.
My respondents used the Facebook group in both instances.  Shared spaces in the building acted as
media in the first example, whereas in the second information and documents related to living there
had to be sent.  The second is how uncertainty over what was happening and how to interpret it
played  a  major  part  in  driving  the  responses  –  the  unreliability  of  the  elevators  and  the
consequences this had for the emergency stairwell doors help show this.  Finally, in speaking of
subversion, I want to show how reproducing content from one medium in another can disrupt the
intentions behind it.  For the stairwells, this is seen in the reproduction of the message 'permitting'
use of the stairwells to move between floors.  This encouraged the actions of the informal network
in wedging the doors  open, but  their  actions  in  turn became the content  of  an email  from the
housing office.   Equally,  the  documents  sent  to  the  tax  office  by my respondents,  intended to
comply with the requirements as understood, in some cases instead were used as evidence of failure
to comply, and repayments demanded.  
Mediascape
Moving from concrete examples to sketching out a practical model of the range of media
available to my respondents raised a number of important considerations.  I needed to account for
the embeddedness of on- and off-line spaces, acknowledge the role and sources of contingency, and
also explain my decision to focus on the Facebook group as a means of investigating the social
ramifications.  The concept of 'mediascape' outlined by Appadurai (1996, p33:35) provides a model
with some key advantages for such an approach.  It is a method of investigating 'disjunctures', and I
would  argue  the  disparity  between  the  planning  assumptions  of  policy-makers  and  the  direct
experience of my respondents fits such a picture.  Also, mediascapes are, for Appadurai, 'deeply
perspectival constructs' influenced by the 'situatedness of different sorts of actors' – they can be
transnational, state, local, individuals, or (crucially for this research) 'intimate face-to-face' groups.
Finally, the term can apply (amongst other things) to 'the distribution of electronic capabilities to
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produce and disseminate information',  which has grown exponentially due to  the rise in  digital
media use.  However, in keeping with the concept of embeddedness, these digital and online media
spaces  cannot  be understood independently of  their  offline  surroundings.   By plotting  the  two
examples given above in different yet closely related ways, I hope to bring this out.
Figure 2.2: Extrapolation of mediascape based on connection type.
Before  proceeding,  it  is  essential  to  stress  that  these  diagrams  are  limited,  static
extrapolations from what was a fluid and promiscuous situation.  They abstract certain relevant
media  and  processes  from  the  fullness  of  the  concrete  reality,  and  allow  for  their  logical
arrangement.  For example, they aim to show how the different media were directly linked by the
examples given, but are not suitable to capture the exponentially greater number of indirect links
that could be formed.  Figure 2.2 takes a selection of media and arranges them according to whether
they were on- or off-line and addressed individuals or broadcast to a group.   Immediately, it can be
seen that even in this abstracted form some media straddled the individual/broadcast divide – e.g. an
email, which could be addressed to an individual recipient or a list of many.  The examples show
how individual communications came to be broadcast to the group, and how this role was central in
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responses to particular situations.
Figure  2.2  seeks  to  demonstrate  the  role  of  the  '...Unite'  Facebook  group  as  a  critical,
intentionally social, online space in a constellation of more or less individual alternatives.  Figure
2.3 highlights another aspect of this picture, which is how issues became visible.
Figure 2.3: Extrapolation of mediascape based on visibility.
Taking  the  same  media  and  examples,  but  placing  them  in  this  alternative  logical
arrangement, shows how the different spaces, regardless of their mode of address, operated in terms
of their visibility.  I use 'visibility' to refer to the social aspect of dealing with an issue, and the two
examples are again the best way to show this.  In the case of the stairwells, what began as a pattern
of  individual  inconvenience  became  mediated,  through  the  actions  of  an  informal,  practical
network.  It was the series of individual but practically related actions (complaints, keeping the
doors open), which only really became visible to the majority of my respondents once they were
discussed on the Facebook group, that led to the actions that eventually resolved the situation.  But
the most visible traces were found online in the Facebook group, while offline there was a wider
(and less  commodified)  range of  responses.   At  either  end of  this  process,  the  communication
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employed  was  private.   Where  the  media  were  shared  offline  spaces  of  the  building,  or  the
Facebook  group,  the  responses  were  open  to  be  viewed,  commented  upon,  and  redeployed  in
conversation, complaint or whatever form was required upon their return to the private spaces.  
The  example  of  the  rent  rebate  also  shows  how  private,  individual  engagements  with
authorities were made visible through representation as group posts.  Another aspect of visibility is
duration, and the contrast between the two examples here is significant.  Example 2, the stairwell
issue, allowed for some practical action to be taken on the part of my respondents before it was
resolved, in part through the increased visibility it received through posts.  Hence, in both figures, .
It kept cropping up again and again, and in this way remained in the purview of my respondents for
the duration of my fieldwork.  The stairwells receded as a topic for the group, and the informal
network  disappeared,  leaving  only  traces  (or  the  occasional  “shared  look”,  as  one  member
suggested to me) in private spaces.
Each apartment in the building came with an internet connection, just as with electricity,
water and heating – it is embedded in the structure of the building as an assumption.  Residents
were able to bring their own devices, connect them, and continue using their preferred applications
and settings to engage with their new situation.    This created a multitude of online spaces for my
respondents to navigate, each with different morphological characteristics drawn in part from the
medium.  They could connect with each other through social media, chat over instant messaging,
engage with authorities using email or websites, talk to family and friends at home with voice-over-
IP clients.  I focussed on the Anna van Bueren Dwellers Unite' Facebook group as the most social,
and visible, of the online spaces thus created, and so the most likely anchor point for a perspective
that meets my requirements.  From this vantage point, Facebook is the first stage to examine – it
supplies  the interface and network for  the group,  and the  immediate  layer  of  online  spaces  to
compare.
There  were  other  directly  relevant  Facebook  groups  –  'AvB  Housing'  was  the  most
important, used for housing related issues by my respondents and the LUC students who occupied
the lower residential floors.  The rest related to individual floors or specific functions – grocery
swapping, party planning and the like.  Intentionality is the key distinguishing feature here, in terms
of  how  members  use  and  perceive  the  group  in  question,  as  they  all  operate  in  the  same
commodified fashion and offer the same functionality.  The online space occupied by the '...Unite'
group was carved out with those same tools,  but by my respondents and with the intention of
providing a specific place for them to interact with each other as audience.  This meant it was
ideally  situated  to  take  on  the  uses  it  did.   The  interface  itself  is  key to  taking the  next  step
outwards, which is to examine the place of Facebook alongside other social media platforms.
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Producing  and  disseminating  information  is  a  core  function  for  all  social  media.   The
interface and its suite of functions, used for production, and the target audience therefore shape the
associated online spaces.  Facebook turned out to be capable of sustaining the kind of interactive
space needed in a way accessible and available enough to its users, which distinguished it from the
other widely used platforms.  They functioned mainly at the level of interpersonal communications,
providing  spaces  for  interaction  with  wildly  differing  duration,  participation  and  content.
Conversations using chat programs such as WhatsApp, Skype or Facebook's own messaging feature
probably comprised the majority of online interactions,  but were overwhelmingly private, fleeting
and individual.  Instagram and Twitter are also popular social networks, respectively utilised for
sharing pictures and short, 140 character messages.  Like Facebook, they allow for broadcast type
communication to followers on persistent,  public profiles,  but perhaps  because of their  slightly
more specific interfaces were less used by my respondents.  Those who did use them were generally
extending prior patterns of use through adding new individual connections.  The capacity to connect
to their peers through a single step, joining the Facebook group, constituted a change in the pattern
of use, even if this did not imply any particularly novel features in terms of the interface.  Put
another way, changes in their lives led to the adoption of a connection to a defined Facebook group,
rather than an equivalent on another platform, and this selection .
The  next  level  is  composed of  the  media  used  for  interaction  with  the  institutions  and
organisations that my respondents engaged with.  Some had a direct reach into the building, as seen
by the actions of DUWO in example 1, others such as the tax office (example 2) were felt more
indirectly.  The media employed by these bodies shared some characteristics.  Most had web portals
to  be  navigated  in  order  to  satisfy  the  different  conditions  for  study,  residency  or  reporting
problems.  Email and letters played an important role in dealing with these bodies, as in many cases
it was how they penetrated the communicative context.  As might be expected from such institutions
of  modernity,  engagements  were  allocated  to  strictly  individual  spaces,  and  they  produced
persistent, but this time private profiles. They did not have an interactive function as with those in
social media, being associated with an individual person and used to organise their data by and for
others.  At this level, interfaces and intentionality are less influential factors, as the online spaces are
already totally defined.  These spaces also include e-commerce sites, online maps, and websites that
provide information that can be made use of.
Only the '...Unite' Facebook group offered the particular connection it did, as it allowed, in a
single stroke, my respondents to address their peers without having to make a prior individual link
to each of them.  Thus, in the process of 'cycling-through' their  'parallel identities' online (Turkle
1995, p172;186), it made sense that they brought the problems they encountered in other arenas to
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this familiar looking, durable and relatively secure space with a settled, relevant audience.  It was
the only online space where all the other spaces were found to manifest, directly or indirectly, in the
contents.   They were made visible through representation,  and the '...Unite'  group was the pre-
eminent space for such acts, thanks to the features available and the audience reached.
As the two examples show, dealing with their concrete circumstances required more of my
respondents than switching between different identities to access the correct online spaces.  The
building itself was emblematic of offline media – it contained numerous possibilities for conveying
information.  Some of the spaces provided were physical spaces where residents mixed such as
hallways, elevators and the foyer.  Here chance encounters, polite acknowledgements, drunken (and
swiftly forgotten) conversations passed among many other connections.  There is an equivalence in
function to chat applications in the fleeting nature of these interactions, but as the mediating factor
(proximity in a space) is practically negligible the range of expression is far greater.
For a more tangible medium, the posters that were produced to advertise parties and events
provide a good example of broadcast communication.  Placed in an elevator or hallway, they allow
information to be conveyed to anyone passing by.  Doors were often personalized, and during my
fieldwork chalkboards were attached to each apartment door.  Graffiti offered a visible commentary
on certain matters.  DUWO also posted notices regarding clearing of common areas.  These kind of
issues often made up the content of posts on the group, and the responses to these posts provide
background to understand many of these expressions.  At this point, the main difference between
the on and offline media was that little adjustment to prior habits was required to engage with the
former - only the Facebook group represented a significant alteration.  In moving to a new country,
almost every other aspect of everyday life underwent a major upheaval for my respondents, and that
is what the next chapter will examine.
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The Condition of My Respondents in Anna van Buerengebouw
Having looked at the communicative context in the previous chapter, I now want to move on
to the experiences of my respondents.  With a working model of how different spaces operate,  it is
possible to get a sense of how important media were in the interactions and activities that made up
their everyday lives. By taking two extrapolated functions from the mediascape, connection type
and  visibility,  I  intended  to  demonstrate  their  value  as  interpretive  approaches  to  concrete
behaviours.   The  examples  that  follow provide  a  framework for  moving on from these  media
functions to lived experience. At all times, the interactions uncovered, as well as the behaviours
themselves, were heavily inflected by chance and uncertainty, and these effects have to be traced.
Appropriately, the first example I offer here was also the first task faced by my respondents
– each of them had to get to The Hague and collect their apartment keys from the university housing
office.   Given  that  (essentially)  none  of  them  knew  each  other  beforehand,  this  meant  that
necessarily  all  these  first  steps  were  taken  individually.   In  interviews  I  received  a  range  of
responses describing these experiences – for some it was “smooth” or “well planned”, they arrived
at the correct time and collected their keys.  For others it was trickier – if they could not arrive
during opening hours, hostels or hotels were needed.  One interviewee even reflected on the process
as “slightly traumatic” after some problems with transport and orientation.  Of note here are the
very different experiences reported by my respondents as a result of uncertainties stemming from
what seemed a fixed process.  How they dealt with these uncertainties is also relevant.
Susie found her contract start date had been moved, so she had to stay with a Dutch family
initially, which she arranged through a website.  For her, this was very useful, as they could offer
advice – they “helped me to get in touch with my new life in Leiden.”  This only helped for a week,
though, as following that she found herself living in The Hague – which is one example of how
contingency operated to inject uncertainty.  Under similar conditions, Ritchie found himself in a
small hotel, where he mainly used the available Wi-Fi connection to access information he needed
online.  These experiences, in terms of my respondents as a group, were individual, but more or less
quickly and easily they did get their keys, and their next steps were getting into the building, and
then their apartment.
Claire arrived on a weekend, which meant, although she collected her keys fine, the main
entrance to the building was closed.  Simply to access the building, she had to wait until another
resident saw her and showed her the side door and how to open it, since no directions were given.
This  side door  was the 24 hour secure entrance to  the building.   The apartment  doors offered
another barrier, and another chance to experience contingency differently.  Put simply, the doors
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were sometimes quite snug, so the key could appear not to be able to turn the lock and open the
door.  Frances, the interviewee whose process had been “smooth” up until this point, asked someone
(who it transpired was the mother of a neighbour) passing in the corridor for help, and she was able
to open the door.  Nathan tried a different approach, finding and asking the caretaker, who directed
him to ask his neighbours as he did not have time to deal with every request.  I have experience of
this myself, as my first meeting with another resident was when one of my neighbours asked me for
help opening a door after being unable to get any information at the front desk!  
This uncertainty about access, to building or room, meant assistance had to be sought.  Now,
once in the building, the help came from other residents (or occasionally their mothers), and it was
in connecting with their peers that my respondents overcame this problem and could access their
apartments.  Appeals to apparently competent authority figures – the caretaker, security guards –
resulted, even at this early stage, in being redirected to neighbours.  The underlying mechanics of
this scenario, help being more likely to come through appeals to peers than to external bodies, are
highly instructive.  They also illustrate how, prior to being arranged in physical proximity through
the building, there was little scope for interactions between my respondents.  Upon entering the
building, opportunities were no longer in short supply.
One problem that provided an early impetus for joining the '...Unite' Facebook group related
to the laundry system in the building.  Instructions were not provided until an email was sent to all
tenants – I reproduce this below, if only to show how difficult such a process would be to work out.
Figure 3.1: Excerpt from laundry process instructions.
[…]
 Use your laundry card online:
You activate your laundry card by inserting it into the ticket machine in the laundry room.
Select the my account option (one-time only), you will find this option in the upper left corner of the ticket machine
screen.
Create your login account and charge your laundry card using the online reservation and payment system.
You can charge your laundry card online by using your credit card or PayPal. You cannot charge your card using Ideal.
(Create a paypal account and connect your (Dutch) bank account (www.paypal.com). If you want to pay via credit
card, you don’t need to create a paypal account.)
 
Note: make sure that you properly complete the payment so that the money will actually be charged to your laundry
card.
 
How can I charge my laundry card?:
The online reservation and payment system (Easy3000) can be found through  a link on the DUWO site www.duwo.nl.
When you have opened the link ”online reservation and payment system”, you will have to fill in the following details:
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Housing Society:              DUWO
Department:                     « complexnumber »
[…]
You will reach the log in screen where you will have to fill out the following details:
User name                         this is the number on your laundry card
Password                            1234 (only for the first time)
After the first log in, you can change the password into a password of your own choice
It’s very important after finishing your PayPal payment to return to the Easy3000 system. When it doesn’t return
automatically please use the link on the screen to do so yourself. If you do not use this link, your payment will not be
transferred to you card! The transfer to your card will only be successfully when you have received two receipts, one
from PayPal and one from the Easy3000 system.
 
In the manual (you can find it on or website www.duwo.nl)  to the online laundry card system, you will find more
information about charging your laundry card and reserving washing machines or dryers.
[...]
Two things immediately stand out in this process – the range of steps and media involved,
and  the  need  for  specific  knowledge  to  comply  with  them.   The  process  explicitly  required
movement through embedded on and offline spaces in the mediascape.  Understandably, many of
my respondents found themselves in need of further explanation, and the Facebook group provided
a space where this was forthcoming.  Leigh described to me in an interview how she was directed to
a guide posted on the group when standing in the laundry area trying to puzzle it out.  The email
provided details necessary to access the online portal, and which online payment service to use.  But
some direct knowledge of the building was also needed – such as that the 'ticket machine' was in
reality a touchscreen panel that was used to operate the washers.  The group was helpful in plugging
these gaps in the practical application of this process.  It also helped members implore others to
remove laundry when completed, a problem that could not be ascribed to the process itself.
The '...Unite' group proved a useful forum for asking about problems such as the laundry and
accessing knowledge needed to resolve them.  An immediate problem with the apartments was that
the electricity could cut out, which was resolved by accessing a fuse box of which there was one on
each floor.  There was some confusion over how to do this, as no instructions had been given to any
of my respondents.   Eventually,  it  was discovered that posting on the 'AvB Housing'  Facebook
group would bring the matter to the attention of a 'residential adviser', who could unlock the box.
All these advisers were LUC students living on the lower floors, so few had joined the '...Unite'
group.  Comments on the '...Unite'  group directed the poster to the 'AvB Housing'  group.  One
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respondent, Mia, reported to me that she had such frequent problems with her power, she had added
some advisers to her Facebook friends list for ease of contact.  Groups were only one way Facebook
could be used.
Yvette had decorated her apartment door - she did it to personalise her room, one step to
remedying  the  lack  of  “comfiness”  she  saw in  her  surroundings.   DUWO, in  an  email  to  all
residents, had made their position clear - “It is not allowed to write on doors or attach anything to
the doors due to damaging the doors”.  Although risking sanction, none came.  This did not mean it
went unnoticed – she wanted to change the decoration for the coming of spring, but during this
process a neighbour noticed it had been taken down.  Uncertain about what that change in the
outward  display of  this  interaction  between Yvette  and the  building  meant,  her  neighbour  was
concerned.  She wanted to find out if she had been told to by DUWO, or if anything was wrong
with Yvette. The immediate uncertainty was resolved following a Facebook conversation, a visit
and the gift of a flower.  The wider issue of decorating doors took a twist shortly after this incident,
when the policy was amended, as the following excerpt from an email sent by the housing office
shows:
Figure 3.2: Excerpt from DUWO email about chalkboards.
[...]
Currently, some tenants have put  stickers and other notes on their doors. To make sure that this does not damage the
doors and the paintwork, a chalkboard sticker will be placed on each door. This way DUWO and the Housing Office
hope to improve the current situation. Furthermore, every common room will be provided with packages of chalk for
you to use.
It will not be necessary to stay at home while DUWO places the stickers. However, please make sure that any stickers
and notes on your front door are removed no later than 9 March 2014.
[...]
Doors were something of a recurring motif – and the above example demonstrates how my
respondents and agents of the landlords or housing office approached situations from very different
perspectives.  The following is taken from an email sent by the housing office to inform residents of
changes to security procedures and the potential for disruption to mail services:
Figure 3.3: Excerpt from housing office email.
The side entrance of the building (close to the laundry and mailbox facilities) has been difficult to access. Since the
start of the academic year, 24h security has been installed at the front of the building in order to ensure proper access
and mail delivery in the weekends. The 24h security will soon be replaced by regular open office hours. Leiden
University is aware of the accessibility issues for the mail officers on weekends. Once a solution is found, you will be
informed. 
This would seem only a minor inconvenience, but it foreshadowed one of the most serious
and provocative issues my respondents faced.  Security was removed at night and over weekends,
and the side door did not function well under increased use.  Sometimes it would not open at all
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even  with  a  key  or  card,  sometimes  it  would  not  close,  while  at  other  times  it  would  open
automatically if  anyone was nearby.   The combination of these circumstances was a recipe for
problems, and at the beginning of my fieldwork in early January there was just such a situation.
The door had been locked shut for a number of weeks, and as it was the winter holidays, there was
no security and the third-party company responsible for the door would not send anyone out to
repair it.  This meant a fire exit in the bike storage area was left propped open with a brick as the
only means of entrance and exit – and this brick remained in place due to an informal understanding
between the residents.  Not highly cunning, but a necessary artifice given the circumstances.  This is
another example of how direct action could be taken to deal with contingent situations relating to
key interaction 2, and followed a similar pattern to action taken over the emergency stairwell doors.
The Facebook group was here able to offer a space to track the status of the side door, and inform
others of the best way to enter and exit the building.  
Paul, in an interview, described a sense of feeling “like the only one here” over this period.
He did not join the group until February, and prior to that felt “catastrophically alone”.    The “large
and deserted” spaces he encountered in the building could be foreboding, and reports of homeless
people using communal areas to sleep in began to circulate.  The security arrangements were not
sufficient – there was confusion over whether police or security guards were responsible, and often
they either  did not  come out  or  arrived  after  the  homeless  people  had moved on.   Immediate
responses took the form of posts offering to walk those who felt unsafe in or out of the building,
especially as it meant passing through a dimly lit area.  To resolve the underlying security problem
meant engaging the landlord.  The eventual response of DUWO was to fit new locks to two interior
doors, to further secure the building.  But this caused a further problem when after a few weeks one
froze shut, blocking access to the side door from the foyer, meaning the only way out was to go
through the single lift that opened into the bike storage area.  This took a few days to resolve, and
even then was done by a locksmith jamming the lock open, leaving the security situation pretty
much as it was before the lock was fitted.  
This points to the intractable nature of this problem, how it was dealt with through a mixture
of co-ordinated action and ephemeral networks (keeping the exit open, or walking people in and
out), and that some of these steps mirrored those taken in a similar situation, the stairwells.  In a
similar way, contingency was employed as a resource by my respondents – the broken door and the
incursions of homeless people were used to pressure the landlord for action.  Unfortunately, the
chance occurrence of the new lock breaking served to frustrate the actions taken, as well as causing
a whole series of new problems for access.  The '...Unite' Facebook group played a prominent role
here, and the debates around how to respond to these encounters with homeless people that played
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out on the wall will be examined further in later chapters.  
Remaining with the group, another contingency also played a major role in January.  Those
who were only living in the building for one semester were preparing to leave.  Their contracts
ended in the middle of that month, so all the objects they had accumulated, but could not take home
with them, had to  be disposed of.   Here,  a contingent  situation was made use of – those who
remained could take these items.  Some were sold, but most (especially common, household items)
were given away.  By this stage my respondents had been living in close proximity for a number of
months, so where they knew others who would want or make use of items, that is how they were
distributed.   That  this  distinction  could  be  made in  and of  itself  spoke to  the  development  of
complex interpersonal social links, and the behaviour associated with the activities offered some
insight into how they operated.
Jacques told me about a pair of Hindu idols he had purchased, items of some meaning to
him as they made his apartment feel more homely.  He passed these on to two friends – one who he
felt  would get a similar feeling from it,  and another who had expressed an interest.   This was
private, and based on his individual connections with two of his peers.  A more extreme example
was one participant who left, leaving some friends with his keys and allowing them to throw a party
in his room where everything could be taken, on the condition that it was cleaned thoroughly the
following day.  That he could show this kind of trust, and that it proved justified (as his room was
cleaned) speaks as evidence of the presence of deeper, less-mediated social connections, and also
how an economic process (distributing goods) can be embedded alongside social processes.
The Facebook group had become well-established at this stage, so when my respondents
wanted to reach a wider audience, either for selling, or because no-one they had spoken to directly
took them, this was where they turned.  Posts encouraged people to come to rooms and take things,
or items were collected together and left in common rooms.  It was often mentioned to me that
where items had little value or did not sell, their owners were far happier that they would continue
to be used by people in the group, as nearly all of them had at some point received help from
another person.  Even though there was no direct reward, by adding their surplus items to a general
pool they felt that they were helping in a similar fashion to how they had been helped – that is, the
group was seen as key to accessing this assistance, and passing on items was seen as helping that
group as much as the individuals concerned. 
This reciprocal approach to dealing with contingency made sense – in uncertain conditions,
it was logical to help others even if there was no immediate reward, as you might be next to require
assistance!  One attempt to deal with the contingency around buying, using and storing groceries
proved particularly instructive.  All the apartments in the building were single-occupancy, and were
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not  supplied  with  freezers,  which  was  highly  inefficient  given  the  economics  of  supermarket
shopping.  To combat the inherent waste and boredom he associated with everyone cooking and
shopping individually,  he proposed a 'Cooking League',  organised through a Facebook message
thread (for a subset of the '...Unite'  group) and planned through a spreadsheet.  It made perfect
logical sense, everyone involved would cook and be cooked for the same amount of times, no-one
had  to  do  more  than  anyone  else.  But  it  foundered  before  a  single  meal  could  be  cooked  –
ultimately the system proposed required a multitude of individual exchanges, which required very
specific availability and left little room for chance.  Some responses were “I got lost somewhere
along the way”, “[I] misunderstood the original idea”, “maybe a more simple thing”, “this is just too
big a commitment”.   This was an attempt,  with impeccable intentionality,  to organise a mutual
function using the same tools as a Facebook group.  Contingency impinged on this intentionality, as
it was impractical when compared to pot-luck dinners or spontaneously cooking with friends.
Another situation the group proved to be very useful in began on the day the single semester
contracts ended.  All residents of one floor received an email informing them that as a result of
damage done to their common room ceiling during a party, that also triggered a fire alarm bringing
the emergency services out, they would all be charged a portion of the fine.  The other option was to
identify the culprits, who could then be individually pursued.  Den, a resident on this floor, was the
first to post the contents of the email to the Facebook group, as he felt an individual protest would
not be sufficient.  This posed a number of problems, as it soon became apparent that the damage
had been caused by a storm, prior to the time DUWO said.  It had also been reported to them, and a
photograph (Figure 3.4) posted on the group, at an earlier time. This practical step, taken to warn
people that the room was potentially unsafe and that it had been reported, was enough evidence to
reverse the decision when the mismatch in dates was pointed out.
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Figure 3.4: Damaged common room ceiling.
This is a shining example of a situation where contingency and intentionality coincided in
such a way that the perspective of my respondents proved more sufficient than intended.  The added
contingency that  came  from the  attribution  of  the  damage  by DUWO conferred  an  additional
function on the posted photo of the damage, making it evidence and a defence against the error.
Den, in his interview, related his surprise at both receiving the email,  but also the “intensity of
feeling” it provoked on the Facebook group.  Many members who lived on different floors sent
emails to DUWO or the university housing office to complain.  Jacques, another respondent who
lived on the floor in question, posted a strongly worded legal complaint.  Eventually, the university
housing office became involved and promised the matter would be reviewed, after which it was
duly dropped.  
A final example relates to those who moved in before the beginning of the second semester
– this introduced new members into my research population, and it was decided to organise a party
in  a  common room to  make  for  easy  introductions.   The  Facebook  group  was  one  means  of
organising it, but most of the new arrivals were not yet members, which would have defeated the
aim.  So a tried-and-tested method, putting up posters around the building, was also employed to
maximise the number of attendees and ensure a good mix.  What this shows is the expedience that
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characterised so many of the responses I observed.  The key interactions that can be found in this
febrile mix of contingent circumstances and contrasting perspectives are what I turn to next.
Key Interactions.
  One  important  analytical  point  immediately  stands  out  when  putting  these  examples
together with the mediascape presented in the previous chapter.  The participants could be loosely
grouped into three categories - my respondents themselves, the building, and the bodies like DUWO
or the tax office that  needed to be engaged.   These categories  had to be built  out  of  concrete
examples in order to correctly set the place of the '...Unite' Facebook group, as it was the most
conspicuous deviation from previous patterns of digital media use.  It also had a prominent role in
some notable successes that were achieved through social, coordinated responses – the stairwell
doors or the 'victory' over the common room ceiling, for example.  Even where the group played no
direct part, such as with Yvette and her neighbour, the situations still spoke to the depth of social
links that were found.  In keeping with the aim of working out from a perspective roughly in line
with that of my respondents, I use the three categories above to distinguish the interactions found.
Key Interaction 1 - Interpersonal
Interactions between my respondents abound in the examples above, from almost as soon as
they enter  the  building.   Clearly,  at  first  their  was  a  great  deal  of  uncertainty –  'who are  my
neighbours?' 'What will they be like?'  As other examples show, this uncertainty was overcome, and
often in a manner that involved assistance or advice, to the point where fairly complex relationships
were established in the course of a few months.  These relationships moved through different spaces
and media, but they were truly interactive in the sense that the participants were peers and so had
equal, if not homogeneous, access to those spaces.  The '...Unite' group was a one interpersonal
connection amongst many, but it linked each member to the others and so when interactions moved
through this space it could do something different than other spaces.  In looking for effects of digital
media use on emergent socialities this was an important consideration, and it meant that even when
the contents weren't specifically related to interpersonal matters such connections usually resulted,
as with the informal networks.
The examples also make plain the impact of contingency on interpersonal interactions.  This
contingency was sometimes interpersonal, such as with the arrival of the February intake, but could
also be from other sources.  Contingencies emanating from any of the categories could stimulate
interactions in their own or the others (and often simultaneously).  The Facebook group was not
always used for these interactions – so it was not a straightforward process of alienation, but instead
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a matter of expedience.  Thanks to its visibility, it enabled a level of coordination of the interpretive
schemes applied by my respondents, and at times this proved undeniably effective when contesting
other interpretations of events.  It was, in essence, a durable social interaction which was not purely
so, as other processes were embedded alongside it.  In moving to the other key interactions, what
this translated to in practice can be further brought out.
Key Interaction 2 – Building
 The  building provided the  immediate  physical  spaces  for  social  interaction  between my
respondents, meaning interaction with it was a constant feature of daily life.  The immanence of the
particular spaces and relationships it implicated, and the possibilities for responses that followed,
made it the most potent of the three key interactions as a source of contingency.  It is also a space to
which interpretive schemes were applied, but unlike participants in the other two key interactions, it
could not apply any of its own in return.  To show how this worked, I return to the account given by
Paul of the security issues,  in which three schemes could be identified as being applied to the
building.   The first  was that of Paul,  whose individual experience testified to a high degree of
uncertainty regarding what was happening.  The next was generally that of my respondents, who
were able coordinate their responses on the group and take some direct action.  The third was that of
the landlord, who eventually arranged for the extra locks to be fitted.  In this case, the contingency
that arose from the building eluded all three interpretive schemes – the new lock broke, frustrating
the attempts to resolve it.
Rather than limit the scope of this interaction to enabling others, or viewing the building as a
passive space to be acted upon, I believe the evidence points to a more intriguing scenario.  Strictly
in  terms  of  the  practical  effects,  the  contingency  coming  from  the  building  operated  as  an
interpretive scheme deployed in opposition to others.  By this, I mean that the lack of intentionality
behind problems with things like doors or the laundry did not matter – if they didn't work, they
didn't work.  This often had the effect of disrupting the schemes of my respondents, for sure, but
their growing familiarity with the presence of this contingency also enabled them to enlist it to help
their own schemes prevail.  This lends some credence to the suggestion that in this concrete way,
the building could sustain an apparent participation in interactions, and the range of responses ran
the gauntlet  of being frustrated or bolstered by the contingency involved.  The employment of
contingency by my respondents also suggests that in  this way at least they practically responded to
the building as if it were capable of intervention.  Even if this was understood as due to chance,
these interventions were often incorporated into their schemes more quickly and effectively than
those of the bodies they engaged with, especially when directly related to the building.
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Key Interaction 3 – The Context
Having seen how the bodies in the context used privately visible and individually addressed
media to enter the communicative context, the corollary to this is that, as seen in the examples, their
interventions tended to treat my respondents as a collection of individuals.  The context was also the
other  major  source  of  interpretive  schemes  applied  to  the  parties  in  these  key  interactions.
However, the context did not possess a space to coordinate and apply these schemes consistently
like  the Facebook group,  and in  nearly all  cases  the  group was invisible.   The procedures  for
intervention  were  either  static,  based  on  written  plans,  or  non-existent.   This  meant  that  in
confronting  the  contingency  in  the  building,  they  often  lacked  the  adaptability  and  practical
experience to  successfully cope with the uncertainty produced.   In  this  sense,  they were more
abstract,  and  especially  struggled  when  my  respondents  did  not  comply  –  such  as  in  taking
collective action through the group, or the building did not – through contingent problems that
altered the concrete situation.  For DUWO or the housing office, this abstraction can be seen in their
responses to the side door – as new problems cropped up, my respondents were able to react while
the authorities dithered over responsibility or what action to take. 
For other bodies like the tax office this was less of a problem.  They were a more abstract
presence to begin with, and the rent rebate can be used as an example of a more typical source of
uncertainty when interacting with the context.  Only tangentially related to the building, it relied on
the position of my respondents as meeting the residency and information requirements of the tax
office.  It also mirrored in one respect the process of collecting keys upon arrival, in that there were
many individual results from a standard process.  But this process had to be complied with, and
there was no shared physical space for contesting the interpretive scheme of the tax office.  The
special  character  of  the  contingency coming from the  building was not  a  factor,  rendering  the
durable social link of the group and associated responses like the informal networks less influential.
The group did allow my respondents to refine the process for these individual engagements, but
even when it became understood the tax office had made administrative errors, for example, they
had to be rectified by them in their  own records on a case by case basis.   As they did in the
mediascape, bodies such as the tax office exerted a greater degree of control over the spaces they
administered.  For DUWO and the housing office, as noted, this was not the case.
What stands out most in all this is the need to more fully account for contingency in a
conceptual  sense.   The empirical  evidence  is  clear  in  that  it  had  an  immense  impact,  both  in
physical spaces inside the building, and through representation.  Its capacity to rearrange or change
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the meaning of spaces led sometimes to inventive or surprising outcomes, based on how it was
responded to.  Sahlins' (1985, p145) model of 'double contingency' held firm in these conditions –
when he describes 'arbitrary and historical' schemes for the organising of lived experience, there is a
correlation with the schemes applied in the key interactions above.  I would suggest that, being
based on more immediate and practical experience, those of my respondents tended to be more
'historical' whilst those from the context had a more 'arbitrary' character.  When these schemes were
applied to concrete situations, especially in the building, my respondents were often able to make
the 'practical revaluations' such use necessitated more efficiently.  As Sahlins goes on to note, 'the
world  can  easily  escape  the  interpretive  schemes of some given  group', and while the examples
show how the '...Unite' group conferred certain advantages in dealing with contingency, it regularly
proved unable to overcome it fully.  He also suggests that these interpretive schemes are not applied
prescriptively by members of a group, which again could apply to the situation here, where the
group members worked collaboratively but could apply the resulting scheme in different ways.
The claim I make regarding key interaction 2, about the capability of contingency to at
certain  times  usurp  the  position  of  intentionality  when  interacting  with  the  building,  can  be
illustrated using the example of  the side door and the security issues it led to.  Over the winter
holidays,  Paul,  without  access  to  the  knowledge contained in  the  Facebook  group,  could  only
respond by feeling alone.  Group members knew others were also still there, and could arrange to
meet, but they could also respond directly to the building – such as by propping open the fire exit
when the side door failed.  Their interaction with the fluid situation caused by this contingency
allowed them to make use of it - an open fire exit was a clear security risk, and this was used to
pressure DUWO to expedite repairs, which were ultimately frustrated.  
Wilf (2013, p605) discusses the use of contingency 'as a cultural resource for negotiating
problems of intentionality', and notes the proclivity of anthropologists 'to conceptualize the former
as something that is pervaded by the latter.'  Both are highly relevant here because it is clear my
respondents do have a space, the '...Unite' group, where contingency can be employed as a resource
to deal with problems relating to intentionality amongst other things.  As with contingent situations
arising from the other key interactions, problems with the building found their way to the group and
were collaboratively worked on.  Sometimes, when these problems were shared such as with the
stairwell doors, the particular connection the group enabled could be harnessed to interact with the
contingency as if it were an interlocutor.  Of course, they were fully aware it was not, but even so it
meant  that  when the elevators  failed chance itself  was used to  engage the building actively in
dealings with DUWO.
This  certainly  suggests  the  employment  of  contingency  as  a  'cultural  resource'  by  my
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respondents, but at the same time raising the possibility that intentionality was sometimes eclipsed
by contingency risks going beyond the caution given.  Wilf (2013, pp610-611) uses the example of
music students who reproduce random external sounds on their instruments for their peers, 'weaving
this gamelike strategy into their everyday activities' and 'cultivating creative intentionality'.  They
are doing this to aid their jazz skills, which at first seems a world away from the situation of my
research, but certain common features can be picked out.  The contingency was translated through a
familiar medium – instruments for the musicians, Facebook for my respondents.  Use of media
allowed for 'gamelike' interactions in both cases, and contingent events – sounds for the former,
problems with the building for the latter – could be treated as 'intentions without intentions'. 
For Wilf, it is because this enabled sounds 'to function as proxies for private intentions' that
they became 'intentions without intentions'.  I suggest that the greater representational range and
duration of the '...Unite' group as a medium compared to a musical instrument, and the different
visibility and connection type it offered to the interactions Wilf describes, were crucial in how the
'intentions  without  intentions'  of  the  building  were  engaged.   Musical  notes  are  fleeting  when
played, and in Wilf's case their not being arranged or ordered was the intention.  In this way, they
resemble many of the connections traced in the mediascape.  In contrast, the '...Unite' group was
persistent and posts relating to the building could aggregate, and this meant that the building could
be  treated,  in  a  'gamelike'  way,  as  a  party in  interactions  bringing intentions  (even if  'without
intentions') of its own.  This goes to the heart of the relationship between the connection enabled by
the  '...Unite'  group  and  the  treatment  of  contingency  coming  from  the  building.   Both  were
innovative  in  the  sense  that  they  had  no  equivalent  anywhere  else  in  my research,  and  were
expedient responses to uncertain practical conditions.
All three key interactions represented 'an encounter with indeterminacy, provisionality, and
the contingent' (Mbembe and Nuttall 2004, p349) for the participants.  Especially in relation to the
building, provisionality was a constant feature.  As the examples show, essentially random problems
with the building meant the concrete situation was never settled, and an interpretive scheme that
could adjust quickly to this contingency was an advantage when responding, as the dispute over the
common  room  ceiling  demonstrated.   The  abstract  scheme  applied  by  DUWO  was  neither
responsive nor reflexive enough to match the practically amended one of my respondents, which
better reflected the reality.  Mbembe and Nuttall also point to the need to understand 'the social' as
'the locus  of  experiment  and artifice'  instead  of  'a  matter  of  order  and contract'.   This,  I  feel,
perfectly describes the difference in the perspectives of my respondents and those that came from
the context.  This is seen in the responses that were attempted whenever possible – from bending
wire to open doors from the wrong side all the way to establishing a method of interacting with the
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building.  While putting a brick in a fire exit to prop it open was not highly innovative, using the
security situation the ensued as a cultural resource was, certainly when compared to the reactions of
the landlord.
But not all bodies in the context were open to contestation.  The tax office again stand as the
prime example of this – no 'artifice' was possible in dealing with them, as any failure to comply
with their set processes meant access to the services they provided was blocked.  The contrast here
is  that  interpretive  schemes  relating  to  the  building had to  be provisional  otherwise  they were
rendered irrelevant very quickly.  The interpretive schemes applied to themselves by the bodies in
the context  reflected their  more settled state.   DUWO is not a  provisional organisation,  but  an
established company.  The Belastingdienst (tax office) is a public sector body.  When the building
intervened, DUWO often had to deal with my respondents as a group, which undermined their
interpretation of them as individuals.  The tax office faced no such problems, and so were able to
keep their interactions individual, which limited the potential spaces for action and 'experiment'.
The '...Unite' group was still an expedient route for help, even though the actions taken as a result
had to be individual.  
The capacity for representation alluded to earlier was critical to the positions the '...Unite'
group could occupy in the key interactions.  Keane (1997, xiii-xiv) focusses on '[p]ublic events' that
sit at  the centre of 'contemporary life'  for his respondents, which can be 'critical  scenes for the
workings  and failures  of power'.   He 'examines  the verbal  and material  representations...whose
transaction lies at the heart' of these events.  Seen as 'practices', these representations 'take concrete
forms, situated in activities' and possess 'signifying, performative and even causal capacities' that
'are not restricted to the expression and communication of meaning'.  The '...Unite' Facebook group
is what I would term 'visible', in that it is common for my respondents but not accessible to non
members, but roughly equates to the kind of space Keane is talking about.  Representations are
transactions in the sense they are posted to the wall,  and the examples in  this  chapter cover  a
number of 'causal' effects this had.  It is also clear this space was closely related to the building and
the contingency that  arose from it  – their  representations on the group enabled the building to
'perform' as an intentional actor,  even though it  was neither.    To better  understand what these
capacities meant in relation to the '...Unite'  group, and how they moved beyond mediation and
expression, it is necessary to move to an examination of the content of the representations that were
posted to it.
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The Work of Artifice: Beneath the Visage of Digital Representation
Chapter  2  sets  out  a  sketch  of  how  different  activities  and  processes  moved  through
embedded  on-  and  offline  spaces,  and  how  the  related  factors  of  intentionality  and  visibility
intersected to place 'Anna van Bueren Dwellers Unite'  squarely in the middle of the flows that
ensued.  Chapter 3 takes examples of contingency drawn from different sources corresponding to
the  three  key  interactions  I  examine.   It  shows  how  these  different  levels  worked  alongside
provisionality to sometimes confound, sometimes assist the emergent responses of my respondents
or the other organisations and bodies they engaged with.  It also outlines further, practical examples
of how this Facebook group affected processes beyond those concerned with communication partly
as a result of the embeddedness observed.  This chapter takes the content of posts on the group for
each of the three months of the fieldwork period, analyses them, and provides a comparison with
interview data to suggest potential reasons for the central position it took in social responses to
contingency.
In the first month of my fieldwork period, January, one of the most common topics for posts
to the group wall was selling or giving away items.  Mostly this produced fairly generic posts, a list
with pictures and prices for the former, for the latter often less specific details and a pick up area.
There was nothing especially notable about the posts themselves, or about the use of Facebook as a
platform to sell or give away unwanted items.  The examples below are typical of such posts, 
End of exchange in Leiden! Sell second handed living stuffs! PM if interested. 
Wednesday, 8 January 2014 at 14:22
When I leave here, I will deposit some cleaning materials in the [...] floor common room (sponges, wipes,
fluids, etc). If you need them, help yourself. 
Monday, 13 January 2014 at 17:56 · The Hague
[YARD SALE]
Clearance before leaving the Netherlands!
Please send a pm with the reference number of the item. Prices negotiable. Items to be picked up at the
Hague or Leiden during 14-16 January.
Saturday, 11 January 2014 at 17:48
Each of these posts created the potential for a connection to be made (depending on the
success of the offering).  Selling an item satisfied both parties with an agreed price, and the posts
followed very consistently the pattern mentioned earlier.  Giving items away offered a less tangible,
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but strongly expressed, sense of mutual assistance, in that sometimes there was no contact between
the parties.  Items could be left in common rooms, as in the example above, for any group member
to collect.  On the other hand, giving (even if it was not the exclusive focus) allowed for more
flexibility of expression.  This could remain in economic terms, such as the suggestion of barter in
the following example, or fully incorporated as part of a social event in the next.
Tomorrow evening, from 6-9pm, I will be selling or giving away a ton of stuff. I'm leaving and won't be
taking it with me. If you are poor, perhaps I'd be willing to trade cleaning time for stuff too. [...] floor
common room. Think kitchen stuff, cleaning products, leftover food, and any of the terrible products dwuo
ripped us off with. If you won't be here but are interested in something, message me. 
Monday, 6 January 2014 at 20:22 · The Hague
Am moving back to [HOME] Wednesday so tomorrow night I'll be having a party/giving away as much
free shit as I can spare. [ROOM], 10pm onwards, BYOB 
Monday, 13 January 2014 at 10:07
One observation to be made here is a crucial difference between how selling and giving
were  represented.   Selling  items  usually  created  individual  and  private  connections  between
respondents (notable is the use of 'PM' or personal messages as a direct sale channel in the first
example).  Inevitably, both parties made themselves known in the process, so both were identifiably
individuals to each other.  With giving, more explicitly social connections could find expression in
the posts and the connections that followed.  This meant the beneficiaries were not necessarily
individuals, but identified instead through being addressed as a group.  In terms of selling, the main
distinguishing feature  of  using the group was the  access  to  potentially interested  individuals  it
offered.   This audience was not necessarily individual though, and by creating explicitly social
events out of the process of redistributing unwanted items, giving offered a myriad of possible
social interactions, as the recipients could meet each other as well as the giver, or none of them
could meet at all.  As long as 'the group' could benefit, knowing which individuals got what did not
have to be a precondition for giving.  Both individual and group connections played a key role in
the interpersonal relations that comprised key interaction 1, and these posts help to demonstrate the
effects use of the Facebook group could have.  Both selling and giving brought mutual benefits to
parties on both sides of the transaction, and so they were in some form collective, but the latter was
embedded in a wider range of social activities. 
The relationship between these two types of mutually beneficial relationship characterised a
lot of the posts for key interaction 1.   As noted, the place of the '...Unite' group in the mediascape
made it the most productive medium for requests that could be directly resolved through an appeal
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to members, such as selling.  Giving represented a different kind of resolution, that could involve
more people, more collectively approached, with more variation in the social encounters.  Both
mediated interactions between my respondents, and conferred different effects as outlined earlier.  
Hello, does anybody have panthenol or something for burns? 
Tuesday, 21 January 2014 at 16:09 · The Hague
helloo!! does any body have a scale/something to weigh stuff that i could please borrow!?!? 
Wednesday, 29 January 2014 at 16:45 · The Hague
Anyone doing anything tonight? 
Wednesday, 1 January 2014 at 19:42 · The Hague
Asking to borrow or use something generated a similar kind of connection as selling,  a
direct transaction between two people.  Other connections could be more multiple, either explicitly
social  as in the content  of the post  immediately above or because the activity represented was
embedded as with giving.  Indications of the attitude of group members to the web of connections
thus created could be detected in the responses I received in interviews, seen variously as a “great
support system”; it's being there “so you can find ways to do things”; even a good way get the
“finer details”.  Other responses pointed to the psychological, economic and social effects this sense
of “neighbourliness” (as one respondent described it) conferred.  I want to take this notion a little
further, as the embeddedness of the different effects can be shown in the way “neighbourliness”
could be found in more than social connections, as can be shown by examining posts related to the
building, and categorised as key interaction 2.  
HELP! My power fused and I have no lights or power in my flat. Does anyone know how to fix the fuse or
if there's a number I can call?
Tuesday, 4 February 2014 at 20:09 · The Hague
Hi guys, I accidentally lock myself out of my room Does anyone know what can I do? 
Saturday, 8 February 2014 at 14:40 · The Hague
My LU student card does no longer work with any of the doors, so I can't access the bike storage room any
more (as there's no way to open it with a key)..
Anyone else experiencing that? 
Saturday, 8 February 2014 at 19:38 · The Hague
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These are examples of problems with different immediate features of the building.  The first two
remained individual issues, that could be solved with a direct and individual connection between
two parties, although it is further removed from the transactional nature of selling an item, there is a
transfer of knowledge.  When direct assistance was necessary, such as someone coming to open a
fuse box, face to face contacts could also be made.  The third example was more subtle, as can be
seen in the two comments it received:
As I've found out you can from the elevator! If you press 0 on the left side panel you can get into the bike
room 
My LU card only works sometimes :S 
This was not an individual problem, but a problem for some of my respondents some of the time.
There was a workaround offered, and further understanding of when the problem happened, and
who to.  The wider range of possible responses to problems that were more shared also allow for
more indirect help – such as alternate routes through the building, or a better sense of what the
problem might be and potential solutions.  Social interventions could take the form of an informal
network of people, such as with the example of the fire exit door handles in Chapter 2, or could find
expression in posts on the group wall, sometimes in quite creative forms:
Hey fellas. We are now into the new investigation in our spookyhouse. From 18th floor (at least) and up the
sky, there recently emerged an unnatural noise regularly coming from somewhere within. Around 18.30 it
was almost like 180 bpm, but definitely not music whatsoever. 
The source is unknown. Generally it sounds like a violent hammering, maniac moving of heavy pieces of
furniture or walking in bloody iron heels. All day long.
Another suggestion from a floormate was that of there is probably a mad sculptor somewhere in building
crafting his statues in anger at night. 
This also might be another 'hi' from our poorly constructed building, with some pieces falling apart because
of DUWO/SEA outstanding architectural/maintenance skills, etc.
In any case, you will contribute to our common good if you help to sneak out the Poltergeist. Just don't kill
it with fire. Yet.
Rewards, eternal graces and a fat lovely joint guaranteed. Hail to the ghostbusters. 
PS 100% not hallucinating 
Saturday, 25 January 2014 at 18:32 · Edited
Hello 18th floor darlings!!!!
As you must have noticed, our common room is all pretty and decorated, but there's one big wall left blank!
Shall we spend a bit of sunday afternoon to make it complete? Let's get to know eachother in the cardboard
bananza seccond edition! 
Monday, 17 February 2014 at 08:58
Transmuting  a  common  problem  in  large  buildings  –  unexplained  noises  –  into  a
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“poltergeist” hunt, is an example of humour being put to use to both encourage an awareness of and
(hopefully) better understand the problem.  In this case, the poltergeist was never discovered, and
the noises put down to the wind.  It does show, however, that in the space offered by the '...Unite'
group, humour could also be used as a strategy to mobilise and direct attention to a particular issue
that had collective impact.  The other example serves as a reminder that my respondents did not
always relate to the building they lived in through posting problems – sometimes this interaction
was one of creativity and sociability.  Collecting a group of people to decorate a common space, and
linking it explicitly with the intention to “get to know each other”, has a certain parallel with the
Facebook group.  By this I mean the sense of custodianship, of being immediately responsible for
the operation of a space, even if its design and (final) ownership lay elsewhere.  The common room
in question was such a space, and the decoration was a creative approach to managing this space.
This is something I will discuss in more detail in the following chapter, but I believe this parallel
can be made because observations regarding activities related to key interaction 2 are the ones that
best fit the group itself.
The twin strategies, of individual and group connections, can be found these in posts related
to the building, and remained equally effective depending on the content of the issue.  Because they
related to a different key interaction, there were noticeable differences – for example the flippancy
in the attitude towards DUWO was very rarely reflected in interpersonal posts (and would not, I
think, have been an effective approach when requesting help).  The manifold problems that formed
the  bulk  of  this  category  were  also  the  least  easy  to  anticipate,  but  the  range  of  spaces  my
respondents had influence over (and the degree of this influence) was greater than for the other two
key interactions.  Taking posts related to the context, key interaction 3, is a way to reinforce this
point.
Hi,I am applying for subsidy online. However, when I fill in Address, I can not type the whole name of our
building for limitation of letter number. What's the problem is? need your help sincerely! 
Tuesday, 4 March 2014 at 09:57
Does anybody has a translated contract from the housing office?
Saturday, 8 March 2014 at 11:07 · The Hague
Anyone else get this letter? Any advice on how to address this besides calling and dealing with layers of
Dutch bureaucracy?   [Photo of letter included]
Tuesday, 25 March 2014 at 21:39 · The Hague
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These examples all relate to applying for the rent rebate from the tax office.  I want to draw
attention to the spaces in which these problems were dealt with – respectively, they were a web
portal  managed by the tax office; email  communication with the university housing office; and
email communication with a different department of Leiden University.  Posting each issue on the
group offered clarity on what was occurring, and the first two had direct solutions, while the third
was more confusing.  The letter referred to was actually a demand for repayment from the tax
office, and it took a while to establish the correct response was to email an international student
adviser at the university, who could resolve the situation.  So, as was the case for the other key
interactions, there was a difference between solutions that were direct – 'use these details for this
form' or 'email the housing office for a contract' – and those that were less so.  The latter required
more interaction to first understand the problem, and to solve them more steps by more people were
needed.  Importantly, the spaces that my respondents could act in were more limited in terms of
scope and access.  These interactions were in online spaces that were outside of the custodianship of
my respondents,  and  so  there  was  little  scope for  collective  (or  social)  action  beyond  sharing
information on the group.  
At this  stage,  the posts  can be seen to  fit  into certain patterns,  and a  more quantitative
analysis can become useful.  Specific examples help to show how what the posts mediated could
condition  their  content,  and  how  the  range  of  responses  (both  on  and  offline)  was  related  to
concerns identified in Chapter 2.  The three key interactions are heavily implicated in this, and their
differing influence seen.  To help illustrate the role of contingency alongside the key interactions in
shaping the topics, the posts for January are represented as a wordcloud in Figure 4.1.  February and
March are similarly represented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.  The font size of each word represents the
number of posts for each topic, and the colours categorise these topics according to the following
key:
key interaction 1 – Interpersonal key interaction 2 – Building
key interaction 3 – Context Miscellaneous
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Figure 4.1: Wordcloud of January Posts.
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Figure 4.2: Wordcloud of February posts.
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Figure 4.3: Wordcloud of March posts.
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The distribution of the posts into categories based on the key interactions throws up
some immediate observations.  January and February saw considerably more posts than March.
The major difference was the number of posts relating to key interaction 1, between the students,
while the other 2 main categories remained fairly consistent.  Figure 4.4 outlines this:
Figure 4.4: Key interactions by month.
Number of Posts
1. Interpersonal 2. Building 3. Context
January 61 41 14
February 66 32 21
March 25 37 15
January was when those of my respondents here for the first semester ended their contracts
and moved out, and a large number of the posts related to key interaction one (25/61) were giving
away or selling items.  February saw the new intake arrive and join the group, and there is a much
wider  variety  of  posts  in  this  category,  with  no  topic  as  dominant.   This  was  probably to  be
expected, given the different positions of relatively established residents leaving and encountering
closely related issues, while the new arrivals faced a whole variety of problems related to their
limited experience of the field and desire to get to know their peers.  This effect is also seen for key
interaction three in February, where a number of questions about places to shop caused a small
spike.
Some topics  feature  consistently –  the  rent  rebate  (subsidy)  is  a  good example  of  this.
Because the process is complex and lengthy, and there is little help generally available in languages
other  than Dutch,  posting to the group is  one of  the few options  open to  people.   Immediate,
repetitive problems such as power, and more collective and intractable issues such as the side door,
also find regular expression in posts relating to key interaction two.  The patterns of posting shown
are important  to understanding what kinds of activities can flow through the online space thus
afforded,  as  they  can  be  linked  to  sources  of  contingency  through  the  key  interactions  they
represent.  They are not inherently the most productive examples, and so closer investigation was
needed to more fully elucidate the role this digital medium played.  
Categorising the posts was done in two ways.  I took the 321 posts that were made during
my fieldwork period.  In order to make the raw data less unwieldy, at this stage I collected certain
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generic types of post together – an example is 'selling'.  The logic behind this was that even though
they were selling different items, the selling part was what was important.  All posts about the rent
rebate ('subsidy') were aggregated, regardless of which stage of the process they referenced.  Others
-  notably  the  different  requests  and  problems  -  I  kept  separate.   The  wordclouds  (Figures
4.1;4.2;4.3) are a mostly quantitative representation of the posts on the group wall, based on the
table,  covering  January,  February  and  March.   The  colours  are  based  on  which  of  the  three
interactions  (if  any)  the  content  mediates,  rather  than  the  source  of  contingency  (although  in
practice the two are usually related).  Blue is for key interaction one, between my respondents;
green is for key interaction two, the building; red is for key interaction 3, the context; and yellow
covers  the  few  miscellaneous  posts.   I  feel  they  are  very  effective  in  conveying  the  general
impression that looking through the posts would – certain topics cluster and therefore stand out, but
this is against a background of many others that retain an individual character.  I tried to guide this
allocation  by how these  posts  were discussed  either  in  interviews  or  general  conversation,  but
ultimately the responsibility for the arbitrariness of these choices rests solely with me.
The  spikes  in  activity  caused  by  the  contingency  that  stemmed  from  the  three  key
interactions at different times stimulated higher levels of posting, I would suggest based on figure
4.4.  The cycle of posting and checking was amplified – responses were often swift and multiple
(and, crucially, helpful or informative) “because everyone checks every day”, as suggested by an
interviewee.  Although that was probably an overstatement, evidence of the increased use of the
group  points  to  an  increase  in  the  effects  associated  with  the  embeddedness  of  social  and
communicative connections.  In interviews, I commonly heard the wall described as “a resource”
due to the way Facebook stores all the threads, meaning even if a response was not immediate, there
was  a  good  chance  someone  else  had  previously  posted  the  problem  and  a  way  to  proceed
suggested.  
On an immediate level, the picture of the '...Unite' group presented demonstrates that my
respondents were 'communicating with simulated people' through digital devices who helped them
to arrange their  'personal and professional lives'  (Turkle 1995, p19).    Even though this  was a
prediction Turkle made prior to the rise of social media, she (1995, p21) also points to the capacity
of nascent online spaces 'to generate experiences, relationships, identities and living spaces that
arise only through interaction with technology.'  MUDs (multi user domains) are one such online
arena she examines, and there is a striking coincidence with the Facebook group of features and
associated behaviours.   She notes  that  the 'D' originally stood for 'dungeon',  a reference to  the
purpose of the first MUDs, which were used to play Dungeons & Dragons or similar fantasy role-
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playing games.  As use expanded, more 'domains' were created, some of which were 'relatively open
spaces  in  which  you can  play at  whatever  captures  your  imagination.'   In  these  spaces,  'users
immerse themselves in a world of words...a text-based, social virtual reality.'  The gamelike facets,
drawn from the origins of such spaces, are essential.  'Play has always been an important aspect of
our  individual  efforts  to  build  identity'  which,  in  essence,  'the  games  are  laboratories  for  the
construction of' (Turkle 1995, pp181-184).
Although  two decades  separate  the  MUDs Turkle  described and the  '...Unite'  Facebook
group, many of the characteristics she analyses apply equally to both spaces.  The importance of
play, and the origin of these spaces in gaming, are crucial to my argument, as they help to explain
why the '...Unite' group was able to provide a space for the representation of the building as an actor
that could engage in interactions.  However, the 'simulated people' she refers to are just that, either
avatars of other people, or computer generated characters that act in a similar way.  There is no
space in her model for examining the interactive effects of an identity like the building, so finding a
means to account for this is the next step.
Returning to Wilf's example of the use made of contingency by the jazz music students, the
'intentions without intentions' he identifies require closer scrutiny if this means is to be found.  Wilf
refers to Du Bois and his work on mechanical divination, and of particular interest to me is the
source of the 'pragmatic backing' identified.  Practical support for the 'speech acts' usually comes
from an intentional actor being behind them, but in the case of mechanical divination it comes from
something non-human and contingent.   This  enables  a  'speech act  not  produced as  a  result  of
intentional behaviour' to be recorded.  The 'meaning without intention' of these speech acts parallels
the 'intention without intention'  of the sounds the jazz students reproduce (Wilf  2013, p611).   
Mechanical divination takes place in ritual spaces, and Wilf also describes a structured space
in the 'gamelike interactions' of the jazz students.  The '...Unite' group (in common with MUDs) can
be  seen  to  act  as  such  a  space  throughout  the  account  given  in  this  chapter.   Wilf  raises  the
possibility of interaction with non-human actors, and offers a basis to approach contingency as a
way of compensating for lack of intentional.  Divination and musicianship both require media, but
the speech acts and musical notes through which they are represented miss one key aspect of those
on the group.  This is the quality of persistence, and in this way a digital medium such as Facebook
offers something different – the act of representation itself involves the transcribing and archiving
of the content.   Linked to visibility,  the impact  of persistence was first  seen in  relation to the
mediascape of the building, but it also played a key role in maintaining the presence of the building
through the representations it contained.
In  his  discussion  of  objects  acting  as  'ancestral  valuables',  Keane  invokes  Benjamin's
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distinction between works of art and mechanical reproductions.  This is to emphasise the necessity
of  the  'material  persistence'  of  the  former  in  granting  an  object  'historical  depth',  but  also  the
importance of its being 'distinguishable from others of its kind.'  For the objects Keane refers to, he
sees  this  as  'produced  through spatial  restrictions  and by the  talk  that  recalls  their  names  and
histories and attributes to them current misfortunes.'  They have 'ritual acts directed at them', and the
status they confer on their keepers 'requires ongoing representational practices' to maintain.  These
acts ritually acknowledge the objects as having agency, and they reciprocate through a recognition
of 'the legitimacy of the humans who claim to possess them.'  This legitimacy is sustained through
'ritual speech' that is produced through 'social cooperation', and embodies a 'collective subject, with
all the costs and compromises these entail' (Keane 1997, p222).  
This  amounts  to  a  working  understanding  of  the  group  as  a  social  space  for  gamelike
interactions, following Turkle, but with a mechanism for allowing the participation of non-human
objects operating through contingency borrowed from Wilf, and how this interaction is played out
through the ritual transaction of representations adapted from Keane.  This model is an attempt to
account for the empirical picture of the interactions between my respondents and the building as it
was represented and played out  on the '...Unite'  group.   In  it,  all  the elements  of  the research
question interact – the digital medium that conferred specific effects (persistence, visibility) and
provided the social space for the 'game'; my respondents who generated and participated in the
representations and gamelike (or ritual) behaviours; the building, met in an innovative fashion that
was not  replicated by any other  parties;  and contingency,  which provoked the dislocations and
innovations that came to be incorporated into the game even as it provided a key portion of the logic
behind it.  
The social and representational framework that the group required for this kind of gamelike
interaction persisted too – it was still there when members needed to redistribute items, open doors,
ask for advice or anything else.  This was an absolutely key role that the group played in the social
interaction between my respondents, also helping to explain the amplification effect noted earlier.
If the 'poltergeist hunt' represented the apotheosis of the gamelike approach to the building (with its
implication of a 'ghost in the machine'), the posts relating to problems with doors or power brought
it back down to earth with an (eminently practical) almighty thud.  All the elements needed for a
game of chance may have been present but they were not always desirable, especially when an
immanent solution was required.  This flexible approach was, I argue, they key function conferred
by the group that enabled my respondents to adapt and engage with the building better than the
bodies in the context.  Both understandings could be said to exist alongside each other, and be
applied when most relevant.
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In  examining  notions  of  'cyclical'  and  'non-cyclical'  time  as  commonly  employed  by
anthropologists, Bloch (1977, pp284-285), touches on a point that is central to this.  The former,
'static' time, is used in 'that special type of communication, which we can label ritual in the broad
sense of the term', while the latter, 'durational time', is employed in 'practical activities, especially
agriculture  and  uninstitutionalised  power.'   For  him,  'non-ritual  communication'  is  linked  to
'universal  concepts',  with  'ritual  communication  and  strange  other  ways  of  thinking'  similarly
connected.  The 'universal concepts' referred to are specific aspects of human cognition or sense
perception that all humans possess, such as the passage of time that he links to agriculture and
involves a practical engagement.   He (1977, p289) explicitly links ritual communication to 'the
creation of these invisible halos called roles and corporate groups.'  The danger is in confusing the
ritual schemes of interpretation with practical ones, since people actually use both at different times.
In the case of the group, both positions could be maintained through the persistence of earlier posts,
as  a  practical  communication  did  not  erase  a  ritual  one  or  vice-versa,  leaving  the  structures
respectively relating to both in place as representations.  What I would suggest here is a model of
embeddedness – the ritual and practical elements of communication could be embedded alongside
each other, or even with entirely different processes.  This enabled flexibility, but also represented
one of the 'compromises' that Keane warns of, and the next chapter moves to examine some of the
'costs' associated with that.
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Anna van Bueren Dwellers Unite! Is Anything Lost in the Process?
The previous  chapters  have  built  a  picture  of  the  '...Unite'  Facebook group as  a  shared
medium, one that enabled collaborative and innovative interpretations and behaviours on the part of
my respondents.  Crucial to this was its role as a social space, and the effects that followed from the
production  and circulation  of  representations.   Through this,  it  was  an  effective  and expedient
approach for developing interpretive schemes to contest or adapt to those of the context, and the
contingency of the building.  In the case of my respondents, then, a sound empirical case appears to
emerge that (at least in the specific circumstances described in the examples chosen) their use of a
digital medium conferred a liberatory potential on their actions.  In short, an apparent narrative of
technological progress.  
The group played a role in opening doors, distributing food and items, socialising, laundry,
security,  access  between  floors,  resisting  unjustified  (in  their  opinion)  fines,  understanding  the
process of getting rent subsidy.  These are traces of the progress of my respondents, from a state of
almost  total  contingency,  met  individually,  to  one  where  they  could  engage  and  employ  this
contingency in a coordinated manner to interpret and interact with their situation - sometimes better
than more established bodies.  They may have been 'everyday' in the sense that they were common,
but  to  those  involved  they  were  anything  but  insignificant.   This  seems  incongruous  when
considered  in  light  of  the  discussion  in  the  introduction  of  the  dangers  associated  with  such
narratives, and the aim of this chapter is to pick at the seams of this account to see what is revealed.
Up to this point, I have tried to present the evidence in such a way as to impart something of
the experience of my respondents.  My development of an analytical 'perspective' that was capable
of acting as a proxy for their concrete perspectives was intimately related to their use of the '...Unite'
group, which was especially notable when engaging with contingency from the building.  Working
outward from this perspective mirrored the process I observed in the field, and was also essential
for me to make sense of the data gathered.  It enabled the identification of the three key interactions,
and the role  of the group in drawing interactions  between the other  two into the space of my
respondents through their use of representation.  Going beyond the positive case thus established
means stepping out from this perspective, and moving to examine what may have gone unnoticed as
a result of taking up the vantage point that any perspective applies.  To begin this process, I return to
the issue of building security and the problems that stemmed from the presence of homeless people
in the  building.   As I  hope to  demonstrate,  the debates  that  surrounded these encounters  were
indicative of a number of underlying limits on the potential for liberation. 
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Figure 5.1: Discussion thread related to homeless people.
Martha 
Posted to 
group:
Ta-daaaaa!!! The homeless guy is back again with other 2 friends of him smoking in the 14th floor
common room. Me and Katy asked them if they were new here and we realised they were the homeless
guys. They locked themselves in our common room, so... they have keys (at least I guess so). Please
lock your common room doors, I think they are now on the 21st floor! Let the homeless guys stalking
(adventure) begin! 
Stephen Maybe they are also in this group :0 
Karen if they have locked themselves in and you know where they are you can call Westvliet, otherwise you
can call the police... be safe guys! And please lock your common rooms! 
Marc Ask 'em to sweep the common room! 
Greg A group of other students asked them to move out and walked them out I believe 
Katy yayyyy !! we did it ! let's meet up in an hour for another adventure ! this time bring gasmasks ! 
Stuart Saw the escorting happen on my way in. 
Katy and now i  was told they woke up today in  our common room :D:D:  how cool  is  that  :D:D since
contracts dont let us have pets in the bulding, I suggest we should treat these guys as our pets 
Tim Shit and to think I used to pay to live in AvB! 
Lisa god...this is endless 
Bruce come on guys, I will celebrate this sunny day of spring by not paying DUWO till they SOLVE this
problem COMPLETELY. I recall that we decided to take legislative action towards this issue.  Like fuck
'em, generally speaking 
Beth Omg guys, how old are you?? Can you be a bit more human? 
Bruce I'm 24. I am enough of a human I guess... and if humane — humane to DUWO? Sorry, no experience in
being humane towards inanimated beings. Teach 
Beth Yes, DUWO was exactly were I was pointing at.... 
Raymond I guess mocking other people's misfortunes is the new way of having fun. Regardless of the ethics of
allowing them to stay in AvB or not, we have no idea what those people went through before becoming
homeless (being too lazy to get a job is not the only factor that leads to someone being homeless) and
we are literally commenting on their lives as if it were a tossed up piece of meat. It just seems very easy
to make these comments when we're living in this buidling and paying 500-600 euros a month. Some
call it funny, I call it lack of character. Again: the issue is not allowing them to stay. It's about not acting
like a disdainful brat when commenting the fact that people are too cold to sleep in the streets and
decide to invade our little crystal bubble of silk and candies. 
Bruce I guess lecturing other people on humanism and ethical conduct is the new way of having what? Sweet
self-exusing? We went all through this on previous occasions. In case you just came to AvB — lurk
more to this group, as this is always a must when using social web-forums.  Regardless of those poor
people's fate, I guess this is not an issue of our case. The issue of our case is DUWO, giving very poor
service with asking very lot of money for that. I'll serve the homeless people coffee and cookies in your
floor's common room, if DUWO lowers the rent till 200eur max.  Our bulding is far away from crystal
bubble of silk and candies. As well as the town where I come from. I am used to homeless people
sleeping  in  the  hallways  of  my bulding  since  childhood.  I  even  used  to  help  them.  Spared  some
consumables and else. God, I love when holy people lecture. 
Raymond wow. so from all this what got you rattled up was that someone was trying to ''lecture'' you? Hmm... ok
And yes: the issue IS DUWO. 
Bruce I am not even the one who was making fun on the homeless people, I missed that part. I just tell you: all
those comments (both 'pro' and 'contra') are repeating here again and again, in identical phrases... this
was just the time when I decided to step in (and I am sick of duwo). I think its time to take action: in
this or that direction. though lecturing anyone on anything is not ok  cheers 
Eliza The issue is DUWO an its indifferent approach..No need to be so much sensible. 
Dean Fucking homeless!!! How the fuck can exist people without rich parents paying for stay abroad in a
fancy place…..? These stupid poor persons cannot even afford an extra useless room to get drunk when
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they don’t have nothing better to do…..let’s burn them all, otherwise the police would only arrest them
for not having a place to stay……and then let’s complain with DUWO because there is a cup missing in
the tea service they provided us at our arrival….. 
Katy another one ... 
Dean MOOOOOOOOM .....I saw an homeless . . . . they really exists . . . . . MOOOOOOOOM 
Sunny whoa.....chill man! 
Helen until your cleaning their piss out of your common room i suppose they are of no problemn to some
people... 
Judith The fact that these people, when they come into the building, do not only stick to finding a place to rest
their heads goes to show even more reasons why they shouldn't be here. Smoking is not allowed in any
part  of  the building,  even for  paying tenants!  And then drinking and urinating on the floor of our
common rooms is just plain disrespectful and does not seem like harmless behaviour to me. While I
agree that people shouldn't be making jokes about their situation, I also do not think that we should be
accommodating them here, for our own security. 
As background, the thread shown in Figure 5.1 began one February evening when three
homeless men were observed setting up stall in a common room, but were challenged and moved to
another  part  of  the  building.   A group,  including the  poster,  started  to  look for  them,  moving
downwards from the top floor.  My apartment was on the floor immediately below, so I received a
knock on the door and agreed to join.  After checking a few floors, we met the homeless men next
to  an  elevator.   They matched  few stereotypes,  being  fairly  young  and  presentable  –  not  too
dissimilar to what students might be imagined to look like.  The first response on both sides was
silence - this was an unusual situation for all concerned - until one of my respondents took the
initiative in opening the conversation, which initially was aimed at established that the men were,
indeed, homeless.  The exchange was largely good natured, and what followed was a kind of game,
where the homeless men asked if they could check another floor for a bag they had left.  When it
was not found, they asked to look in the rubbish area in case it  had been moved there.   After
explaining that their bag had probably been removed by DUWO, the reasons they had to leave were
restated, and they were escorted out.
Before this, there had been a few encounters with homeless men reported, both on the group
and in conversation.  A few weeks earlier, I shared a lift with a homeless man, and tried to talk to
him.   He was, as would be expected, fairly reticent when it came to details, but he did suggest
conditions  in  the  building  were  better  than  local  shelters.   I  also  warned  him  that  term  was
beginning the next day and that he might want to leave early, but apparently that warning went
unheeded as he was discovered in the scooter parking area the next morning by a security guard.
She had not been warned about this potential problem, and so was as frightened as him!  I mention
this to provide some context to the debate that played out in the thread above.  The “intensity of
feeling” referred to in relation to DUWO and the common room ceiling was again in evidence here,
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but it was less focussed here, stinging in multiple directions.
The three key interactions are observed at work here, and their simultaneous deployment
combined with the situation itself led to a confusion in direction that can be seen in the comments.
Was this a problem of collective personal security? A problem with the building itself? The response
of DUWO? Interpreting what was said, and how acceptable it was to the situation, seems to have
related  to  how  the  problem  was  viewed.   Not  just  the  content,  but  the  tone  of  replies  was
inconsistent – hence the sharp exchange between Bruce and Raymond that turned on the issue of
whether the tone adopted was appropriate.  Different meanings were embedded together just as the
different  problems  were,  and  the  representations  carried  this  over.   This  meant  no  consistent
interpretive scheme was applied by my respondents, and the result was a fractious discussion.
Homelessness is a serious and deeply-rooted problem, and its causes and consequences are
invoked in social, political, economic, psychological and many other debates.  Facebook, in this
case at least, definitely seemed ill-suited to act as a platform for bringing out the complexities of
these debates.  Many posts and responses on the group wall, including this one, had a certain ironic
flippancy in their  tone,  and this  was no exception,  although given the seriousness of the topic,
exception was certainly taken in some responses.  By 'ironic flippancy', I am referring to the at
times playful relation adopted towards the building as a result of its performative representation on
the group.  This flippancy was ironic precisely for the reason that it had multiple meanings, and
these were not interpreted in the same way by all members, but why in this case did these meaning
cause  such  problems?   As  the  previous  chapter  argues,  the  capacity  of  members  to  circulate
representations of interpretive schemes and interventions of other  participants,  embedding them
together with key interaction 1, was central to the role of the group in the utilisation of contingency
as a resource.
Note, the tone was not considered inappropriate for representing the building or a body like
DUWO and their interventions and interpretations (or the lack thereof).  The disagreement seemed
most acute when representations of people and their schemes were deployed, either of the homeless
men or of other group members.  It was one thing to represent a faceless institution in a flippant
manner,  but  another  in  the  case  of  people,  as  any  such  act  carried  a  risk  of  neglecting  the
subjectivity of those represented.  What I think was happening in the debate above was a clash of
two diametrically opposed responses to this genuine dilemma.  That is, when the problems were
represented as between two groups of people, it was difficult to reach any agreement, but this was
easier to reach in relation to personal security.  This first response, therefore, was a flippant tone one
purpose of which was indicting the 'official' response from the housing office, especially following
a report of rough treatment of one homeless man taken away by police.  Without such familiarity
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the intention behind the tone could easily be interpreted otherwise, and the second response was to
compensate  for  the  apparent  lack  of  respect  for  the  perspective  of  the  homeless  people  by
attempting to represent it.   
This brought up earlier debates where a similar impasse between the person-hood of the
homeless  people  and  residents  had  been  reached.   The  ironic  flippancy  also  performed  as  a
practical, although not explicit, acknowledgement of the impossibility of adequately representing
their subjectivity through Facebook.  I say 'practical' because this tone was one of the outcomes of
attempts to move past the impasse and deal with problems that could be engaged, framed in terms
of personal security.   The homeless people were able to directly engage the contingency of the
building and bring their own interpretive schemes to bear on it, despite having no official standing.
A common room could became a bedroom, or on a few unfortunate occasions a toilet, through their
interactions with the building after problems with the side door, for example.  Dealing with these
traces, or even preventing their being left in the first place, were topics the group could approach,
homelessness as a social issue was apparently a step too far.
The representational impasse had a practical parallel, which the debate states quite starkly.
Essentially, it was to call the police or security and, if one or the other agreed to come, have the
homeless people carted off somewhere.  Otherwise, the likelihood was that DUWO would post a
notice requiring the common room be cleaned, meaning my respondents sometimes had to clean
human waste without proper sanitary equipment under threat of extra charges being added to their
rent.  The responses of the bodies in the context to both groups of real people in the building were,
in concrete terms, dehumanising to this extent.  To make matters worse, the attempts to improve
security through extra locks failed too.  Even if homeless people were reported or asked to leave,
the  unsavoury  experience  of  relegating  another  human  being  to  a  problem  gained  the  added
attraction  of  becoming pointless.   Left  with  Hobson's  choice,  and given the  limitations  of  the
medium and apparent inevitability of the outcome, it is perhaps not surprising that the tone adopted
by my respondents was flippant and directed towards either the building or the context.
Immediately, it must be admitted that if the Facebook group was inadequate to the task of
representing  the  subjectivity  of  the  homeless  people,  my research  was  too.   Their  perspective
remains unseen, moved aside for all too familiar reasons of practicality – individual encounters and
well-meant  discussions  could  be  recorded,  but  the  problem is  too  'big'  to  do  justice  to  here.
Homelessness as a social problem acts on a 'grand' scale, and the positive case made in the previous
chapters for the effects of the '...Unite' group has been very specific.  In this instance, faced with an
intractable problem on a totally different scale, it did not prove very liberatory for anyone involved.
For the reasons spelled out, neither the debate nor the collective act of escorting out the homeless
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people really went anywhere – and they were not repeated again during my fieldwork.  This also
serves as a very important example of how representation on the group could limit the range of
expression as well as offer innovative forms.
As a connection visible to all other members, posts on the group wall were rarely used for
debates as they became similarly deadlocked.  When the discussions took a positive or practical
direction,  they  progressed,  but  on  the  occasions  they  strayed  into  larger  debates  they  were
sidetracked.  There was a reticence to provoke such debates, especially with the rest of group as an
audience,  and this  reticence  could  also  be  incorporated  into  a  flippant  tone.   The  presence  of
representatives of the university housing office as members of the group had, as was suggested to
me  by Den  during  his  interview,  “interesting”  effects  that  offer  further  insight  into  this.   The
following example, then, begins with a post from one of these representatives:
Figure 5.2: Discussion thread about security.
Karen 
Posted to 
group
On behalf of Leiden University's Housing Office I wish to inform you that all tenants at Anna van 
Buerenplein have received an emergency contact information card during check in. On that card is the 
telephone number of Leiden University’s 24-7 security service, called Westvliet. Whenever you feel 
unsafe or wish to report presence of a homeless person, please call [000000] or email [XXXXXX]. It 
would greatly help the security service if you can be so specific as possible (what day and time, 
description of the person, location of the person).
I read that the side entrance works again, so please be advised to remove the piece of concrete at the 
back side of the bike entrance, in increasing your neighbours and your own safety and security. If the 
side entrance fails to open, you can call Westvliet, who can assist you in entering the building and is 
usually present within 15 minutes.
Please be informed that Leiden University is working on repairing the side entrance so as to prevent 
events like this in the future.
Hugo Janet
Helen does it matter that people have called Westvliet in the lastfew days only to find they wouldnt do 
anything and tenants had to contact police instead? re-providing numbers for services that have proven 
inadequate does not address the problem!
Janet Thank you Helen for saying it better than I could. The number provided is the number I called, and it 
was the one through which westvliet denied us protective services.
Judith I refrained from commenting on this post yesterday because I could not articulate myself in a kind 
way...but thank you Helen, well said
This  post,  from the  housing  office,  refers  to  the  security  for  the  building,  which  was
contracted out as a 'service'.  This service, as Helen expressed very clearly,  was not considered
effective by my respondents, and given the number of problems that stemmed from security matters
this caused frustration.  However, as only the housing office had a direct presence on the group,
there was another noticeable effect.  Contrasting the posts of Janet and Judith here with some of the
above comments about DUWO, what stands out is the far more measured tone – where a dialogue
was  possible,  concerns  about  'kind'  articulation  can  be  relevant.   By being  on  the  group,  the
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representatives  of  the  housing  office  seem to  have  benefited  from a  similar  courtesy  to  other
members.  That is, strong invective was avoided in favour of an attempt at a dialogue, but to have a
dialogue required a participant.  DUWO only ever featured on the group through representations of
their communications and interventions, but through their participation, individuals in the housing
office made themselves visible and at the same time made the content of the group visible to them.
Participating in the group meant having an individual Facebook account, and this is one of
the conditions the interaction with Facebook itself imposed.  As noted in the mediascape, Facebook
in general fitted into the wider picture of individual media, but the examples in chapter 3 showed
how responses to contingency embedded the use of the group function in social and practical ways.
The previous chapter discusses some of the effects of this representation, and how it was used as a
resource.  But the original, individual profiles of individual members were always present - as they
had to be.   When interactions were positive, they still  functioned well  as the transactions went
smoothly,  they  still  represented  an  affirmation  of  the  group  identity.   When  these  individual
identities were asserted as part of negative engagements, they led to impasses that did not resolve
the arguments, and negated the group both as an identity and a medium.  Put simply, the group wall
was a bad place for arguments between individuals because it was not a practical space for either
the connection or the content.  
Facebook was impractical in other ways too.  As noted in the previous chapter, requests for
help with problems like the rent rebate often took the same form as earlier requests, as it was easier
to post a new question than search through old posts.  This was not laziness on the part of my
respondents, but instead a logical tactic given the lack of any search functionality for old posts on
Facebook.  Finding them involved a manual process of reading down a chronologically ordered list
starting with the most recent activity.   Cate, in an interview given shortly after she arrived and
joined the group in February, pointed to one effect of this format.  She used the group mainly at that
point “for reference, and to get a sense of the history”, but also got “a sense of what is going on
from reading past posts”.  This arrangement was one feature of the persistence conferred by use of
Facebook, imposing a narrative (or at least some “sense of history”) on the proceedings.
What was also noticeable was that the most practical course of action to deal with most
problems was to make a new post.  This question/answer model led to the accretion of connections,
as seen in the previous chapter, and was particularly effective due to the amplified use of the group
and  its  use  in  time  sensitive  situations,  which  was  most  relevant  when  contingency from the
building was involved.   Lack of a search feature, through the intervention of contingency, proved
effective at creating the kind of narrative space where a practical engagement with the building
could  be  represented.   It  also  helped  to  encourage  the  practical  interpersonal  interactions  and
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positive posts that contributed to the social framework for this.  What this observation points to is
the level of coordination my respondents were able to deploy in terms of representing, and then
practically interacting with, the building as  a whole.  
What was not as accessible to my respondents  was the lack of such coordination when
interventions came from the context.  Contractual relationships were typical of how services related
to the building were provided.  The university contracted DUWO to manage the building, but the
property was owned by another company.  Security, laundry, certain maintenance, internet, cleaning
and  other  functions  were  subcontracted  to  other  firms.   This  made  for  a  myriad  of  different
organisations to contact for whichever problems occurred.  They had little coordination has been
seen through the attempts at interventions described in earlier chapters.  The consequent frustrations
and their representation often shared certain characteristics.
Figure 5.3: Discussion thread about window cleaning.
Leon Posted 
to group
Hey guys, just a general question that might be stupid, but did anyone get their windows cleaned during 
the last two months? Mine definitely haven't and I start to wonder if Duwo cut down the cleaning 
service without notification. 
Bruce  I had this conversation with DUWO twice. First they literally told me to fuck off, the second response 
came today:
'You are absolutely NOT allowed to clean the outside-windows yourself! I shall send your question to de
owner of your building. This person is responsable for cleaning your outside-windows'.
Now we appear to have a building master!
The question is not stupid, this big dirty glass-wall is irritating indeed.
Beth mine was cleaned 2 days ago (facing Theresiastraat) 
Bruce mine is facing there too, and I did see that hanging rolley. skipped my window though 
Leon Happened to me several times now. They greet you, but never clean 
Stuart Never seen the cleaning people, but now and then I notice that my window is quite dirty and a couple 
days afterwards I notice that it's clean again. 
Anton Maybe they make patterns using the dirty windows (like post-it note art) 
Figure 5.4: Second discussion thread about window cleaning.
Sunny 
Posted to 
group
Hello! I don't mean to be a pain, but my windows, and I suspect the rest of the north face of the building
are absolutely friecking filthy....DUWO gonna do anything about that? Thanks!
Bruce No, they won't. More info on sometime never! My window filth is so intense, it looks like art already 
Leon Odd, mine is clean...
Rebecca They've never cleaned mine it looks like... Not sure which is the north side (whoops) but I'm the one 
facing the central station, yuck! 
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Bruce They don't wash it at all. I made myself a habit of sending a Klacht over DUWO about dirty window 
every single morning. Complaints are especially good when I wake up after a bad dream. Join! We'll see
who will win. It will be cool to see how many hundreds of official complaints from dozens of people 
they will ignore. 
Karen The housing comittee of LUC has an appointmet with DUWO and will discuss this matter as well. I'm 
really sorry there has been no window cleaning up to now. Bare with us, hopefully it will all be arranged
soon! 
These posts, from March and April  respectively,  show a more mundane problem.  Each
apartment has large windows – in most they cover a whole wall, and this impressive feature was
spoiled for a lot of my respondents.  Their frustration related to the way the contractual relationship
between DUWO and the building owner confused the matter of responsibility and resulted in no
action for over a month.  Even then, the only outcome was a meeting, which led to the situation, if
not the windows, becoming clearer.  In breaking down the building by issuing contracts governing
which body had responsibility for which spaces, the bodies in the context often reached impasses
that had the same effect as arguments on the group.  In the case of the windows this impasse meant
they simply were not cleaned, and direct action on the part of residents was impossible due to safety
considerations.  But contingency was not a major factor here.  When it was, as seen throughout the
examples I have offered, the contrast between the static representation of the building maintained
through the contracts of the context and the dynamic approach taken by my respondents was stark.  
 From the perspective of my respondents, this came to be represented on the group through
both the negative representations of DUWO and the tone of ironic flippancy adopted towards the
likelihood of effective interventions.  I would argue one factor in this was the separation between
the representations of the building in the context and the practical interventions made - they were
not embedded in a social space.  There was also the consideration that these representations of the
building in the context took the form of contracts, and so operated in a legal space.  This separated
them from contingency, in the sense that this legal space was effectively fixed, which worked for
bodies such as the tax office which tightly controlled the spaces where interaction took place.  The
problems this model caused when these bodies had to interact with the building have been shown
time and again in the examples I have presented.  While representatives could be sent to investigate
or  repair  certain problems – showing some degree  of  artifice  in  response  to  contingency on a
practical  level.   This  artifice  could  not  feed  directly back into  the fixed representations  of  the
building, though, and that is what I mean when I say they were static.  The actual people tasked
with most directly dealing with contingency and its results were those furthest from the production
and transaction of  the representations.   This  relationship between participants,  contingency and
control of space is also key to judging the effectiveness of interventions from different perspectives.
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Taken together, these posts highlight a number of repeating themes.  There was a contrast
between problems that could have a direct, collective response in the building itself, and those that
required interaction with entities in the context.  Security were to be called, or the police, or DUWO
would speak to the building owner – problems with laundry, maintenance, internet provision, and
other services followed a similar pattern.  Collective responses by groups of residents were not
encouraged by the authorities, who instead referred to individual means, emails, phone calls and the
like, as their preferred solution.  Instead of picking through this mass of different processes, it has
been seen that my respondents more often turned to the group, and with more expectation of help.
This help took two main forms, depending on the problem.  Some, like a blown fuse or a stuck door,
had a direct solution that could be immediately applied.  Other interventions were more indirect,
such  as  advice  on  applying  for  the  rent  rebate,  and  mitigated  uncertainty  around  a  particular
process.  Both were embedded in representations of problems on the group, and this movement
between solving problems and mitigating uncertainty was part of the response to contingency.
All the arguments presented so far in this chapter can be drawn together with this point.  The
different  interpretive schemes that  came from my respondents  and the context extended to this
distinction between solution and resolution.  What comes out in the representations of the schemes
of the context on the group is a framing in which my respondents are the 'problem' to be dealt with.
I believe the difference in the extent to which this framing was applied to DUWO and the housing
office, as a result of the presence of individuals from the latter on the group, shows that this framing
was at least partly ironic.  
Stepping back from the perspective of everyday life, all these organisations were having to
adapt to their presence as a source of contingency in their ordered schemes.  When this intersected
with  contingency  from  the  building,  those  schemes  were  found  wanting,  as  the  spaces  for
representation available to them were not dynamic.  Contingency frustrated them, and often led to
impasses that made their interventions disjointed.  Contrasted to this, the '...Unite' Facebook group
offered  a  social  space  where  contingency,  and  even  frustrations,  became  represented  through
generally positive interactions.  Direct solutions were embedded alongside mitigation - the building
could be engaged through representation and contingency from it used as a resource.  This only
worked up to a certain point, though, and when impasses were reached, the only option for the
Facebook group to continue functioning was to acknowledge them and move on.  This practical step
contributes to the variety of different responses and representations produced, but it is based on a
curious  narrowing  of  expression,  seen  in  the  side-lining  of  arguments.   In  moving  to  my
conclusions, the embeddedness of this limit placed on expression and its centrality to all the aspects
of my research is to be noted.
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Conclusion - What is to be Said?
The question may rightly be asked of me at this point that, having gone to the trouble of
producing an empirical, positive account of the use of a digital medium as an (albeit limited) avenue
of  liberatory  actions,  why  disrupt  it  with  the  arguments  around  concealment  in  the  previous
chapter?  It is an attempt to cover what Bloch (1977, p286) calls the 'long conversation view of
society', taken from Malinowski, and used to criticise alternative approaches that neglect less exotic
aspects of the discourse available.  'Unlike Malinowski, when the magician had stopped incanting
his spells, they did not stay to watch the canoe building.'  On one level, this 'long conversation' is
seen in the mediascape – the '...Unite' group was 'short' in the sense that it was the primary change
in patterns of digital media use for my respondents.  It was a 'new' conversation in the midst of
many others ongoing with friends, family etc.  
The  reasons  for  the  new  conversation  were  embedded  in  the  changes  to  immediate
conditions of living and contingency this entailed, with an associated lack of traditions (or common
interpretive schemes) and no pre-given social structure to underlie them.  Both the '...Unite' group
and the building offered social spaces for interaction, and both operated as media at different times
which allowed for the circulation of representations in a transactional way (post - comment; fire exit
sign - stairwell door handles).  This made sense, as in the absence of established ways of proceeding
the gamelike aspects of the group could compensate, and in turn this had a practical purpose in
contributing  to  a  social  framework  that  persisted.   Representations  were  embedded  socially
alongside many other processes, and the action that was taken flowed through on and offline spaces.
This gave the responses of the group members a dynamic character, and allowed them to interact
with contingency and, especially in the case of that emanating from the building, make use of it as a
resource in contesting the schemes of the context.
However, in 'long conversation' terms, it was my respondents who were new to the context,
which operated along the lines of 'order and contract'  in their established and firmly controlled
spaces.  The tax office, for example, totally controlled the spaces through which they engaged with
my respondents, and the 'resolution' of this problem was in reality a mitigation of the uncertainty
about how to correctly comply with the bureaucratic 'rituals' to receive the rebate.  The building,
however, was not under control, as the contingency from this other new space was seen to disrupt
the order of these interpretive schemes, and the provisionality inherent in the situation often worked
to invalidate the empirical basis (if not the legalistic enforcement) of contracts.  The relationship of
the context to the building was frozen in these contracts, and this static approach ('ritual' again in
Bloch's terms) did prove unable to cope with the changeable situation on the ground, as seen in the
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examples, but also in how the interventions of DUWO were represented through posts.  
Their contractual relation to the context gave my respondents one kind of status in relation
to possession of the building.  This can be seen in the case of the homeless people, who did not have
an equivalent status, and could be ejected by security, police or residents.  This is the other side of
the  practical  possession  of  the  physical  space  enabled  through  the  group.   The  'ongoing
representational practices' that these different practices imply, following Keane's meaning, highlight
a distinction in approach between my respondents and the context that is absolutely crucial to this
debate.
Appadurai speaks of the 'ambivalent place' of numbers in 'liberal social theory'.  In such
theories, 'the critical number...is the number one, which is the numerical sign of the individual',
which is 'at the normative heart of liberalism...the smallest important number'.   Other than one,
'small  numbers are troubling to liberal  social  thought'  in part  because they 'raise the specter of
conspiracy', but also because they 'introduce the intrusion of the private into the public sphere'.  In
doing so, they create spaces where 'collusion, subversion and deception' become possible, which are
'anathema  to  the  ideas  of  publicity  and  transparency  that  are  vital  to  liberal  ideas  of  rational
communication and open deliberation' (Appadurai 2006, pp59-62).  I suggest that this approach, as
seen through the examples given, accurately characterises the interpretive schemes of the contextual
bodies  that  made  themselves  present  in  my  research,  and  were  represented  as  such  by  my
respondents.
The '...Unite' group provided a particular social space where the 'collusion, subversion and
deception' that members' artifices implied could be performed.  The context had no such space, it
was all individual connections and private data, matching the interpretive scheme suggested above.
Where groups interacted dynamically and practically with contingency from the building, this posed
particular challenges to these static, individualistic schemes.  Take the stairwells – the original plan
for  the  building could not  have considered  easy access  between floors  as  important.   The  fire
escapes enabled each individual to leave the building in an emergency, but if they wanted to go to
see a friend on the floor below they had to wait for an elevator.  My respondents possessed this
space physically through informal networks and artifices, but also through representations on the
group wall.  The practical record of elevator failures and complaints were embedded alongside the
ongoing gamelike interactions with contingency that enabled its use as a resource to legitimize the
scheme applied by my respondents, not DUWO.  Since contingency was an active factor, solutions
could only be provisional – to return to the example of the rebate, the mitigation of contingency
only extended to the receipt of the next letter.
Having said this, it is important also to recognise that their was no particular fear of the
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group identity of my respondents.  Their possession of the building could only last as long as the
contracts they signed individually, and as seen they offered no structured political threat, especially
beyond the limits of the building.  So, it would be unfair to suggest a specific effort was made from
the context to break down a coherent group into individuals to neutralize a threatening identity.
Instead, I would argue that they were the everyday outcomes of the assumptions such bodies make
about society on a grand scale, by-products of the aversion to dealing with 'small numbers' that
Appadurai identifies.  The gap between these assumptions about individualism and the experience
on the ground of my respondents as individuals and a group helps to explain the lack of dynamism
seen in the responses of the context.  They were static schemes based on an assumed picture of
reality, and so could not deal with positive social intent when contingency enables the interactive
spaces this took place in to become contested.
This  aversion  to  group  identities  functioned  practically  through  the  limits  placed  on
interactions with the context, which worked against collective expressions.  However, the '...Unite'
group was also seen to limit  negative expressions for practical and social  reasons.  Part  of the
responsibility for this limitation, however, was placed at the door of Facebook and its interface.  As
a corporation, Facebook is part of the same context of liberal capitalism as the bodies I examine in
the context, and its product should show signs of this.  The assumptions about individualism that
hold for one part should hold for others, and I want to return to the argument about homeless people
on the group to suggest one way this  worked.  Look at how quickly this argument reached an
impasse regarding individual  positions  and interpretations,  that  was only ended with a positive
affirmation of the rights and humanity of the group members and acknowledgement of the homeless
people.  Negative expression was neither practical nor desirable, and this had to be regarded as
another side to the limits on expression that result from the interaction with Facebook itself.
Discussions not subverted by practical concerns could still  proceed in a gamelike, ironic
way and be productive – the lack of tradition or structure embedded even these activities in the
practical process of ongoing representation needed to maintain the group status.  But when larger
issues - those in the background of the 'long conversation' like homelessness or animal rights - came
up, these discussions foundered on the impossibility of moving past affirmations of the individual.
Facebook works in a positive way – this is often made by analogy to the interface as it offers a
'Like' button, but no corresponding 'Dislike' button.  This is an intentional policy decision as Bob
Baldwin, a Facebook engineer, makes clear in the following response to a question on the website
Reddit.  'Actions on Facebook tend to focus on positive social interactions. Like is the lightest-
weight way to express positive sentiment.'  Affirmation can be reduced to the act of clicking a single
button, a binary situation.  He goes on to say, 'I don't think adding a light-weight way to express
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negative sentiment would be that valuable...[f]or these times, a nice comment from a friend goes a
long way' (Baldwin 2013).
This  calls  to  mind  Benjamin's  (1999,  p213)  assessment  of  the  process  of  'pictorial
reproduction'  through photography – 'it  freed  the  hand of  the most  important  artistic  functions
which henceforth devolved only upon the eye looking into a lens.'   Whether the button is on a
device screen and says 'Like', or a camera – which increasingly is the same screen on the same
smartphone – the commodified interaction is the same.  It is digital, in that it involves a finger, but it
is also binary, the outcomes are '1' or '0'.  The former may be affirmation, but the latter, as Bob
Baldwin observes, does not represent negation, as it is too complex a condition to commodify in
this  way.   It,  like  arguments  on  the  group,  requires  a  richer  intervention,  and instead  the  gap
between the generic affirmation and the specific situation is provisionally bridged, or mitigated,
through offering 'a nice comment'.  
I argue that this commodified expression of the affirmation of the individual pervades more
than just the 'Like' button on Facebook precisely because of this meeting of underlying assumptions
with other bodies in the context of Liberal capitalism.  The affirmation of the individual, and the
denial of group identities, is engrained in the processes that follow as the most basic unit of social
organisation  and  a  fundamental  element  in  the  transaction  of  representations.   Again,  this  is
Hobson's choice – the bodies in the context do not provide options - it is a binary situation.  '1' or '0'
covers  the  outcomes  of  the  rent  subsidy  as  much  as  it  refers  to  the  individual  status  that
distinguished my respondents from the homeless people.  When DUWO made their intervention
regarding  the  common  room  ceiling  damage,  their  first  response  was  to  demand  names  by
individually threatening each resident of the floor with a collective punishment.  
Throughout this report, doors have featured prominently, and this prominent position cannot
go unremarked following the above discussion.  They posed so many problems and provoked such a
variety of representational, practical and (above all) social responses.  If, as the title of this thesis
suggests, walls were shared both through the '...Unite' Facebook group and living together in the
building, the doors that the latter contained were a different matter.  Doors are themselves binary –
open or closed – and when combined with locks they control access.  The apartment doors marked
out  the individual  living spaces  of  my respondents,  the entrances  to  the building the boundary
between the outside and inside.  Whether through keys or swipe cards, some of these doors served
the purpose of objectively screening individuals and permitting or denying access.  This '1' or '0'
situation was reliant on these doors actually doing that, of course, and once they failed, anyone (or
any small number) could bypass them.  Facebook was as bad at dealing with the intrusion of this
new group as the bodies in the context, both (for very different reasons) effectively ignoring the
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wider issue in favour of focussing on the immediate problems.
If this were the whole picture, I could probably have stopped after the discussion of Debord,
and his analysis of a world where social groups were broken down into individuals.  Even the most
affecting of my examples could be written off as a 'spectacular' or ritual enactment of playing at
things  such  as  reciprocity  or  collective  action.   Facebook,  logically,  as  a  platform  built  on
individualist assumptions, and reducible to a commodified affirmation of those assumptions, would
have allowed nothing else.  But it did.  This is the essence of the positive case I presented, and I feel
it is undeniable given the evidence.  The representations of the building did not alienate it from my
respondents, but instead enabled them to possess their space in it – to embed themselves as they
embedded it in representations.  In closing, I want to emphasize this point.
Embeddedness as a concept represents one of the approaches that anthropology offers to the
internet  and  online  activities  that  is  best  suited  to  teasing  out  the  contradictions  inherent  in
situations such as this one.  How can a platform built out of individual assumptions work to contest
those same assumptions, without explicitly acknowledging or challenging them?  What allows this
apparently alienating factor to instead embed users in both on and offline spaces? The answer is, of
course,  contingency.   When  these  assumptions  were  probed  they  often  fell  apart  empirically,
because collective identities and behaviours were needed to deal with the concrete situations my
respondents encountered.  In the course of a relatively settled life, contingency is a factor, but not to
the degree it was for them.  
What contingency showed was that,  while the individualist  schemes of the context were
applied  comprehensively  and  acknowledged  no  alternative,  they  didn't  really  work  that  well.
Facebook,  equally,  did  a  poor  job  of  alienating  social  links  because  the  '...Unite'  group  was
important,  and  seen  to  be  important,  in  dealing  with  the  problems  that  resulted.   Instead,  the
'positive social interactions' between individuals that Facebook might more commonly offer were
subverted by an ancillary function.  They maintained this positive character, but instead connected
members to the group, on a part of the platform whose origin in role playing games contributed in a
manner that could not have been predicted.  This contingency allowed the representation of other
contingency (from the building) in gamelike interactions, an artifice that was in turn possible due to
the social framework within which it was embedded with that produced by practical responses.  Any
grand narrative regarding technology, whether utopian or dystopian, alienating or sociable, or any
other binary, means approaching that technology with a static interpretive scheme.  Contingency, as
Sahlins observed, disrupts these schemes, and so it cannot be in the technology itself but in the uses
made  of  it  by actors,  and embedded in  their  shared  encounters  with  the  world,  that  any such
potential must be sought.
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